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Fighting Your Way
Through the Primaries
The Statistics and Research Committee
of the ASUNM has recently conducted a
student opinion poll that took a random
sample of 1200 students and asked them
a series of 80. questions dealing with
topics from drugs to politics.
More. students than ever are registered
to vote in the primary. More than 50 per
cent of the students are Democrats, 31.5
are Republicans, and the rest are either
distributed o11er a number of small parties
or decline to commit themselves.
Of thQse students registered as
Democratis, the following preference was
expressed for the presidency:
Chisholm 9.3%
McCarthy 5.2%
Hartke .5%
McGovern 26.8%
Humphrey 2.6%
Muskie 11.9%
Jackson 1.5%
Wallace 11.9%
Lindsay .5%
Undecided 37.1%
Republican students were divided over
three major candidates:

Ashbrook 2.8%
Nixon 38.3%
McCloskey 4.4%
Undecided 48.9%
Senatorial races always seem to
generate more interest in New Mexico
than those of the presidency. Democratic
students showed interest in the following
candidates for Senate:
Morris .2.2%
Daniels 11.4%
Norvel 12.14%
Gailord 4.9%
Undecided 55.7%
Kornegay .5%
Mondrag~n 13.0%
On the GOP side, students lean to
three candidates:
Cargo 25%
Francis 3.4%
Domenici 62.8%
Undecided 8.3%
The real issue is whether students will
turn out at the polls on June 6. If they
do, young people will finally have a real
voice and power in the decision making
of the country.

This is the last Lobo of the year. The
editors hope it will be saved for further reference during the upcoming primary elections. Most of the leaders in the state races
have cooperated with the Lobo in putting
together this issue.
Special editor for this issue was Duchess
Smith.

Special Election Day Pri.mer
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Conserve paper-give this paper to a friend

We Hope You Keep This • • •
.A,fter spending countless hours
interviewing candidates for the United
States Senatorial and Congressional
primaries and the state senate and house
primary elections, I have realized how
completely uninformed I was about who I
was going to vote for. I'm a journalist
and consider myself more knowledgeable
about what's going on in the world than
the average person, but I find I didn't
know ~hat is happening politically at all.
But this isn't the point. The point is
I'm scared to death-yes a cliche-but to
death that none of you !r..now what's
going on either.
.
I worked in the polls for the ASUNM
election and I would watch people vote
for the three or four senatorial candidates
they knew and then haphazardly check
six or seven other names just so they
would have voted for ten candidates. And
then they have the guts to bitch about
their student government.
Well, now you're not going to be

voting for someone to vote on the
.A,SUNM budget or homecoming; you're
voting on people who are going to decide
if we are going to get screwed in the tax
department some more, who will decide if
we're going to get out of Vietnam or not,
who will decide on what we should do
about busing, marijuana, drinking, the
draft, amnesty, etc.
I would like to think that anyone who
cared enough to register to vote is
interested enough to choose some people
who are going to act-NOT 'l'ALK.
So now you are going to breeze
through this paper and read a few things
that interest you. Well what about reading
the whole thing. It's important to you
and everybody!
The purpose of this edition is for
people to save it for the primaries, road it
through again,. get out, and vote
intelligently. If people will care enough to
do this, then it all will have been worth
it.
Duchess Smith

'WHEN Y'ALL ARE THROUGH SCRAPPIN', I'LL TELL Y'ALL WHO WINS!'

Lobo Endorses Candidates
Time magazine made a mockery of the
New Mexico primary election in its article
on the filing fee fracas.
Conversely, we frankly believe that New
Mexico has taken an important step
towards enfranchising its electorate. Not
an amateur hour-not a police
line·UP. these candidates have a right to be on
the baii.ot.
The U.S. Supreme Court missed a
chance to rule on a landmark case when
they sidestepped making an opinion on
filing fees.
Our primary campaign is an exciting
one because it has liberated so much
energy and has given the electorate a
complete range of political persuasion.
P..fter following the campaign thus far, the
Lobo feels there are several outstanding
candidates who deserve to be elected in
the June 6 primary.
We endorse George McGovern in the
Democratic U.S. presidential primary
because morality and ethics are at stake
more than specific issues. When was the
last time you honestly believed the
president? McGovern's stand on specific

issues can be argued. But his honesty and
his believablilty could bring respect and
love back to the White House.
We endorse both Dave Norvell and
Jessie Kornegay for the Democratic
primary for U.S. senate. We would feel
comfortable with. both of these fine men.
Both men are extremely aware of the
changes which are happening in this
country. In their own ways, each of these
men would be able to work with not
against this change.
'
We endorse Eugene Gallegos for U.S.
representative in District one because
there are few men in New Mexico politics
who have the intelligence and imagination
to realize we are no longer a sleepy little
state whose problems can wait until
tomorrow to be solved.
We also want to mention four
outstanding candidates running for state
offices in university districts: we like
Joyce Costello in district 12 and Tom
Rutherford in district 16. for the state
senate; and Daniel Lyon in district 11 and
Lenton Malry in district 18 for state
representatives.

Oaily Lobo Editorial Staff
Aaron Howard, editor
Sandy McGraw, managing editor
Mark Blum, city editor
Tom Reichert, sports editor
Chm:les Andrews, arts &
media editor
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Petition Against
Paid Parking
Due to the severe economic
hardship it will cause, we, the
undersigned members of the
University community (and the
Lobo staff), hereby state out
complete opposition to paid
parking for any staff employees
of UNM.
Aaron Howard, Sandra
McCraw, Mark Blum, Mark
Sanchez, Chuck Feil, Tom
Webster, Debra Britten, Jim
Pensiero, Roger Ruvolo, Wilbert
C. Smith III, Paul Scherr. Scott
Beaven, Sam DuBois,· Tom
Reichert, Randy Sitton, Charles
Andrews, Jr., Duchess Smith
and Robert Schickler.

Ex c·athedr~ .

If the Pentagon ...
(Continued from page 2)

$y Tim Hunter
John Edgar Hoover was one of the greatest American
patriots of the century. His recent death was a shock and
a blow to a country which can ill afford to lose a man
of his stature.
Unlike so many public figures in America in recent
decades, Hoover truly earned the accolades and tributes
which were given to him. He came to the, Justice
Department in 1917 when that agency had all of the
stature that the Sheriff of Bernalillo County has today.
He worked with Attorney-General Palmer Mitchell to
launch the famous "Red Ark" of the early 1920s, by
which America was relieved of a large populi:J,tion of
vermin. When he became Director of the Bureau of
Investigation in 1924, he concentrated on developing a .
truly professional investigative agency which was ·
desperately needed during the era of gangsters,
judge-buying, and murder that flourished in the wake of
World Wm: I. The FBI itself was built out of an expanded
and reorganized Bureau of Investigation in 1933. In the
1930's Hoover personally assisted in rounding up several
of the biggest of the petty hooligans of the period and
had a great deal to do with making organized crime ca less
desirable calling than it had been previously.
In World War II, Hoover's agency worked relentlessly
to root out enemy .saboteurs and to protect the country
from home-grown traitors. He exposed Nazi espionage
rings, uncovered foreign agents (the British intelligence
agents were an unusual and curious problem of the time)
and made information available to the executive
concerning the activities of the KGB. Colonel Bylov,
leading Soviet resident agent in the U.S., repeatedly was
followed by the FBI and lost many effective sources of
information due to exposure. Hoover, however, was
powerless to act against the greatest single nest of spies,
those who operated out of the President's offices as
advisors and policy experts.
The left in America didn't find the FBI to be such a
bugaboo until after World War II. Perhaps Soviet
intelligence directed its minion underlings in the United
States to neutraiize its major enemy. Perhaps it was out
of spontaneous enthusiasm that the pinkos and seditious
elements began to denounce the Bureau and its Chief.
Whatever, the FBI continued to root out criminal and
espionage elements and brought the existence of these
execrable characters to public view. Without the FBI it is
doubtful that the U.S. could have maintained an even
remotely effective security program in the period after
World War II. Without Mr. Hoover and his widely
published books, it is reasonable to assume that ·most
Americans would not have access to information of the
activities of Soviet and foreign intelligence that was
factual or accurate.
When John Edgar Hoover is buried, you can be sure he
won't have any eternal flame or any of the marble
trappings which in late years have been reserved for
America's most famous fools. The eulogies have been
somber, toned down. We are secretly happy to s~e him
dead and gone. A man who lived a spartan existence in
the midst of great power, who was true to moral
principles all of his life, cannot fail to make us a little
uncomfortable. The attributes of John Edgru.· Hoover are
as alien to today's political leaders as the stirring words
by which this noblest experiment in man's history was
launched. Hoover is dead, but his enemies live on.

say?!"
The General just lifted his
!!pit-shined combat boots onto
his highly-polished desk and
smiled, saying, "Son, you just
don't understand how it is with
us. We don't know how much
the damn projects we build are
going to cost. The name of the
game . in this i11dustry is low
price, Once you get the
contract, THEN you give them
the real price, And besides, we
don't have any other customers,
ilist you snd that little old
Israeli lady that the French
wouldn't sell cars to. If you sue
us, you'll put 40,000 engineers
out of work. What are yoli,
some sort of commie radical?
"I don't understand it," I
mumbled in confusion, "How
can you possibly stay in
bu.s.iness this long? Don't the
American taxpayers ever get
wise and demand that the
contractors make good on their
contracts?"
·
The General just smiled

Has Lou Venor
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four tickets per person.
"I want to emphasize that
the nurnber of tickets is
limited," .said Hogg, "especially
since we'll have chairs on the
floor rather than the usual
'packed' seating, and 14 rows
bli!hind the stage-768 seats-will
not be sold."

--::--=--,.,.-Speaker Suggestions

L

j
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others harmful only to the offender, should be
eliminated.
.1\1 Serrano and Doug Michaelson were unavailable for , _ _H_I_F_I_sT_E.,..R_E_o_ _...;
comment.
Junta Del NCHO

The National Chicano Health
Organization will elect a new
Board Member to represent the
local chapt.er on the Nationa)
Board of Directors of NCHO
May 9 at 7:30 p.m.

Democrat
for

U.S. Senator

The 1972·73 ASUNM
Speakers Committee wiU accept
suggestions· for off-campus
speakers untii the end of June.
Individual or interest groups
can suggest speakers. Written
information sheet with speaker's
name, field, proposed lecture
topic and any suggestions for
contacting him/her should be
included. Shoets may be
returned to ASUNM Speakers
box on the second floor of the
Union or to Gilda Tuoni,
2108 Silver

• EDUCATION ", • . I believe every young person Is
"ntltl•"l to the opportunity for advanced edu(ctlon, This
Is why I have been deeply Involved in the creatfon and
Implementation of the New Mexico Student Loan program.
This new concept, funded without taxpayer money, makes
it possible for every New Mexico Student in need of funds
to continue his education through college-level, vocational
or trade school!'

for more information, Students for Kornegay will have a table in
Paid Political Adv. the SUB May 5 through May 12

KEEP
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If the Pentagon
Sold Yo·u a Car

DISTRICT .JUDGE

By BOB REUTHER
The m ili ta ry I indus trial
complex is in trouble again,
Newsweek Magazine reports. It
seems that Litton Industries a
Defense Dept. contractor, wa~ts
$400 million extra to complete
a $1 billion contract for five
amphibious. assault ships, a
project already nineteen months
behind schedule," the magazine
stated.
As in the case of many
defense department contracts
the contractors give the
government a low price in order
to be awarded the contract and
then demand more to finish it.
Suppose these contractors
.decided to go into the
automotive field and one
decided to buy his next car
from the "Military/Industrial
Automoti\le Division" .. ,
"Now sir," the ex-general
turned cat salesman said, "we
can offer you the all·new 1972
'Smogfart' for the ridiculously

called 'Gook·Away' that will
pour any excess gas you buy on
any oriental family on your
block! The boys in research and
development had a ball with
this in Vietnam. Heh, Heh,
turns 'em to dust!' "
"Well General," I said
excitedly, ''I don't need the
'Gook·Away,' but the price
sounds fine. Here's my check
and I'll pick it up next week."
One week later •••
"Here I am,'' 1 announced as
I bounded into his plush office
with their sword-bedecked walls,
·
"Where's my car?"
"Well, son," he answered as
he sat down under his
autographed picture of John
Wayne, "We've had a couple of
set backs in production; you
know how it is. We've put our
heads together and figured out
that we can give you the car in
three years if you pay us
$20,000 extra right now."
"Three years!!! Twenty
low price of $SOO. This is about thousand dollars!!!! We made a
$2000 lower than Ford or deal and signed a contract," I
Chevy. A fine buy! Comes screamed, "What about your
equipped with white·wall tires other customers. What do they
radio, and a nifty little devic~
(please turn to page 3)
NEW MEXICO LOBO

District 12 Race

United States Senator
knowingly and toyed with · the
h11.nd grenade 9n his desk,
-<lhanze in the J>ederal Jncome Tax
Laws with absolutely no deductions
"Boy," he drawled, "The
-Environmental ·cleanup by each in..
American taxpayer is a fool.
dlll!try and individual. Clean up or stay
Whenever we get into trouble
Paid P~;~litical Adu.
Lou Vener, the third candidate running for District out '
and one of them liberal senators
starts howling -we just say. the Senate 12, said, "Today the two most important tasks
lf.ussians are getting ahead of us.
facing state legislators are drastic action to protect the
They get scared. and shut up.
environment against man's natural tendency to consume
ie
By the way, do you know the
himself
into
want
and
to
reform
the
court
and
legal
il
Russkies are coming out with a
system,
so
that
every
man
may
receive
speedy
and
fair
stereo tap deck for their car
that plays 'Karl Marx's Greatest justice without being bankrupted in the process."
«
Hists' " •. ,? Tricky bastards!!"
"This generation must husband all of the natural
Infuriated by the General'~> resources of this world, so that future generations will
For
«
calm deceptive tactics .I shouted
have clean air to breath, pure water' for their bodies, and
Graduation
:
"The hell with your 'Smogfart!:
il
I'm going to warn the American space in which to live. Green areas should he preserved
taxpayer!"
wherever they exist. Every person has a just right to
-tc
The General just colltinued adequ·ate space in which to live and move, and the
Sound
Is
The
:
smiling .and said, "Son, those
il
people aren't going to believe demands of the economically successful to occupy more
than
their
fair
share
should
be
resisted.
The
ad
valorem
Best
Gift::..
«
you. They'll just call you a
Hear The
«
commie and go back to . tax syst em sh o uld be used to discourage the building of ·
fC
watching 'The Brady Bunch.' new subdivisions in rural areas or at the edge of cities
Best Sound At
«
It'll nevar wu:rk ..Ol:i,. a~id b;y the
while the core areas remain blighted or sparsely ;
Hudson's
:;
way, we've opened bidding on
fC
occupied."
·
the new 'Smogfart II.' I think
"The lawt too, in all its phases de.mand re-examination
you migl;lt be interfilsted in it. It
has bucket seats, four on the morals cannot be legislated. Victimless, crimes, such as of
Open !'VIun.-Wed.-Fr/. ti/19:00:
floor, heat-seeking missles .• .'' marijuana, possession of allegedly obscene materWls and
7611.Menaul NE 296-6978 «

Stones Tickets SeZZ·Sa·t. ·
Tickets for the Rolling
Stones' June 15 concert in
University Arena will go on sale
Saturday, May 13 rather than
tomorrow, as reported in
yesterday's Daily Lobo, said
Tom Hogg, director of the
university's popular
entertainment ticket agency.
Tickets will be $5.50 for
UNM students and $6 for
others, with all tickets going up
to $6.50 the day of the
concert. Student tickets will be
available only at the ticket
office in the Union, which will
be open every day but Sunday
from 10:30 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Spring and summer UNM IDs
will all be valid for the
discount, said Hogg.
Tickets will also be available
at Gold Street Circus, the
Totem Pole, Reidlings, and the
Candyman in Santa Fe. Sales at
to

PHYLLIS B. NORMAN
DEMOCM.TIC C.I\NDIDA'l'E FOR

.Justice is law applied with wisdom,
understanding and foresight ..•....
~

MARY WALTERS knows where it's at!
The County Clerk,s office will provide your absentee ballot.

•

Vote MARY WALTERS in the June 6th Democratic Primary

Citizens for Mary Walters Committee, Terry rerrazas, Chairman,

Friday, May 5, 1972

Margaret Carmody, rreas.1lawyers for Mary Waltr>rs Committee, Rick Knott & Doug francis, Co-Cha!rmon.
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Morris, Heavy-Levy and Less Taxes

Congress' Controls;
Neither Right Nor Left
Tom Holland, former state representative, says the state
legislature deals with a great variety of problems, all
having a direct or indirect bearing on your day-to.day

life.

\'

.

·

.

.

"Besides telbng you what your taxes Will be 1t controls
your education through funding; through control over
licensing it tells you what kind of plumber, doctor,
lawyer, mortiCian, dentist, contractor, you name it, will
serve you. Minimum wage laws, working conditions,
health and safety standards are all within the prerogatives
of the state legislature. Business and labor subject in one
way or another to decisions made in the state legislature.
This list can be extended ad infinitum.
"The point is that when one goes to the legislature he
must be prepared to cope with a wide range of problems,
not just the issues which happen to be prevalent dur ng
the campaign.
"I wave the flag. I was also one of four in the State
-Rouse of :Representatives who .defended the UNM
students' right to hear Stokely Carmichael. I was appalled
at the disturbances on the University campus a couple of
years ago, and was so incensed at the violence in Tierra
Amarilla I tried to impeach the Governor. I voted against
the right to work law, for establishment of the Human
Rights Commission, against a proposed local option
property tax, etc. This may give you ·some idea of what I

.....

run.

.

Uhuru Sasu in Blaclc Festival Dance
Highlighting the first annual
Black Cultural Festival that has
been continuing all week long,

is the Uhuru Sasa Dance
Troupe.
The group yil!____~erforll!

j'''''':;ii;:··~·~;;;;··········
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Long Hair Designs
Regular Haircuts
Straightening
Shines
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Located in
Hotel Lobby

14

1

tonight at 8 p.m. in Popejoy
Hall.

Uh uru Sa sa is Swahili for
"Freedom Now." The group was
established to educate and
enlighten its audience and
membe)'S to the cultural heritage
of the African people in Africa
and the United States.
Tonight's performance will
include a 16 minute Voodoo
dance culminating in the
sacrifice of a dancer to the God
of Disloyalty.
Junior Uhuru Sasa, composed
of 16 young children between
the ages of 8·12, will perform.
The black dance troupe has a
national following and has been
invited to perform in Chicago,
St. Louis, California, and New
York. They also recently gave a
show in Gary, Indiana with
Mayor Hatcher in attendance.
The Washington Monument is
75 feet higher than the Great

PI~K

LQll d Use-· Coste
. 1'1lo

Yogi Berra hit 358 lifetime
homers, one-half of Babe Ruth's
total.
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In a phone call placed from
Moscow, the Jewish Student
Union has learned that twelve
Soviet Jewish ~ctivists have been
drafted in .an attempt to halt
their political activities. The
activist Jewish community in
Moscow plans to demonstrate
their desire to be allowed to
emigrate to Israel during the
visit of President Nixon to the
USSR next month.
The activists who were
drafted are: Gavriel Shapiro,
Vladimir Lerner, David Markish,
Mark Nashtitz, Victor Yechot,
Shmuel Gurvich, Pavel
Abramovich, Michael Klatchkin,
Dan Ratinsky, Boris Ginbinder,
and Levi Yafet.
Interested persons are . urged
to send telegrams and letters
protesting the drafting of
political activists to Podgorny,
Kosygi!l and Breznev in care of
the Russian Embassy,
Washington, D.C.

1. Is one of 39 lawyers (out of more than 600) in Albuquerque rated "a" by
Martindale-Hubbell Law Directory. (This directory lists all lawyers in the
United States and rates them "a" for 11Very high," and "b" for "high" and
"c0 for fair. Some lawyers are not rated.)
2. Is a former District Attorney, Assistant Attorney General and member of
the legal directorate, U.S. Military Government, Berlin, Germany.
3. Has more than 30 years experience as o practicing attorney in the State
and Federal District Courts, the Supreme Court of New Mexico, the U.S.
Court of Appeals and the Supreme Court of the United States.
4. Received BA degrjle from University of Arkansas, LLB degree from George
Washington University, member of Sigmo Chi Fraternity and Phi Alpha
Delta Law Fraternity.

Morris was the chairman of
the subcommittee of the
Geo-Thermal Energy and he s~id
with Senator Clinton P.
Anderson retiring this will be
the first time in 22 years that a
representative of New Mexico
has not been on the Atomic
Energy Commission. Morris feels
with his past experience he
would stand a good chance of
appointment to that committee.

the Environmental Protection
Agency Act of 1972. He is f?r
the legislation of automoblle
emissions and the levy of heavy
fines against polluters. He wants
no unclean industries in New
Mexico 01: any -industries that
would harm the environment 01'
welfare of the state.

TALENT INKORPORAIED
1

..

Talent, Ink. is a multi-faceted booking
agency, handling musical groups, magicians,
professional models etc. If you have a
group or talent, Call Talent Ink. 268-4589
If you need anyoftheabove, Talent, Ink. will
help you with your event. Write:
Box4171
Albuquerque, N.M. 87106

-put through OEO Legal Services Program for Northern
New Mexico

Democratic Candidate for District l 2

"A" Better Place To Live"
)

Joyce Costello

Personal Data
B. S. in Mathematics, University of New

Advisor, Regional Medical Program

Mexico
M.A. in progress, Architecture, University of New Mexico

Co-chairwoman of New Mexico Equal
Rights Committee

Candidate for City Commission, October,
1971
Democratic Committewoman; Ward BA

r-:::;-

Planner, Earth Environmental Consultants,
Inc.
Member of New Mexico Citizens for Clean
Air and Water
Member of Mountain-Valley Association

l

N'"E.VE;R Ton LATe

-helped Quebrar obtain West
Mesa radar site.

-UNDERSTANDING COMES
FASTER WITH
CLIFF'S NOTES!

-3 years Legislative experience in U.S. Sanate as Legislative Counsel, and Top
Aide

NEARLY 200TITLES

$1

EACH

*B.A., Political Science, UNM * J.D. UNM School of Law* Law
Clerk, U.S. District Judge* Albuquerque Attorney-

Democrat State Senate

Vote for the best qualified candidate
in the June 6s 1972 primary.

Candidate
for District 16

QUINCY D. ADAMS

900 Vassar NE, 265-8106

Democrat for
District Judge, Division 8

:Endorsed by New Mexico Democratic Council
Poid Political Advnrtisemont

progr~ms.

Joyce Costello for State Senator

City Environmental Ad Hoc Commission,
Chairwoman of land Use Subcommittee

ROBERT McNEILL

QUINCY D. ADAMS

Page 4
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Where you have a choice
why not pick the
candidate who is
best qualified

The man is Tom Morris and
this time he is running for the
Senate, not the House.
The . man, who made his
reputation at UNM by serving
hot dogs and Cokes on the mall
supports the resolution
introduced by Senator Mike
Mansfield, D-Minn. to set a time
for the withdrawal of all
American troops from Indochina
contingent upon the release of

He supports making the
Atomic Energy Commission the
N~tional Atomic Energy
Commission and giving it full
jurisdictio,n on antipollution

Morris feeh lowering the
drinking age to 18 is not an
issue a United States senator
will vote on 11ince it is
established by the individual
state legislature. As a citizen he
is opposed to it.
Morris favors expanding the
enforcement of the provisions of

Soviet Jewry

Joyce Costello, running for
Win rock Center
Senate
District 12, stands for
For Appointment Call
strong subdivision control laws,
BankAmericard
Ia nd use planning, a more
299-8975
rational tax structure for the
Mastercharge
city, a better transportation
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~a~m~W~~~C~he~o~p~~~~~~~~sys~m.
protecl~n
J
laws and aconsumer
strengthening
of the
present loose statutes on
conflict of interest.
Costello said she wants to
"lay off marijuana and get the
pushers."
Costello is presently serving
on the Albuquerque
Environment Ad Hoc
Commission as chainvoman of
Land Use committee and is
co-chairwoman of the New
Mexico Equal Rights Committee.

DOW TO

·Only one man running from
New Mexico for the United
States Senate has had any
experience .on the national level.
He served in Congress for ten
years and chaired such
committees as the Subcommittee
on National Parks and
Recreations, the subcommittee
on committees and facilities,
and served on the Joint
Committee on Atomic Energy
and others.

POWs.
Morris is in favor of an all
volunteer army and the
elimination of the selective
service', He is opposed to a
blanket amendment for the
draft dodgers and deserte~s,
especially with the war stlll
going on in .Indochina.
.
The former congre&sman IS
against forced busing ·entirely to
achieve racial balance. He is not
opposed to busing necessary to
get the children to school or for
educational purposes.
Morris, who is using
information from the UNM
professor of sociology., Doug
Ferraro, who is doing a study
of long term effects of
marijuana. Morris would not at
this time support the
legalization of marijuana.
Morris is opposed to a
national sales tex that wmllrl be
repressive to the average man.
He said he believes the
administration's wage and price
freeze has been a disaster. He
said it controls the wages so
that the businesses prosper and
the average wage earner does
not.
While serving in Congress
Morris supported the sale of
phantom jets to Israel. Although
he believes the U.S. ought to
avoid pouring more manpower
into the Middle East, he still
feels the survival of Israel _is
very important to peace of the
world, Middle East security and
to the United States.

Paid Political Adv.

Quivira
Books
hop
111 Cornell SE

Vote for JOYCE COSTELLO: Help make New
Mexico A BETTER PLACE TO LIVE!
A BEITER PLACE TO LIVE means subdivision control laws. Subdividers should be required to
show the land to the buyer and to provide water
and sewers. Subdividers should not be allowed
to blade roads over large areas of the state
long before the land is sold. Land being developed for speculative purposes should be
taxed at residential rates.
A BETIER PLACE TO LIVE means land use plan·
nfng. Land should be used in a manner consis~
tent with its best qualities. A state·wide .land
use plan should be prepared and adhered to.
Development should not be allowed where there
is insufficient wafer.

A BEITER PLACE TO LIVE means rational taxa·
tion structure for the city of Albuquerque, Water
and garbage charges give a break to the big
user at the expense of the small consumer. Ex·
tension of utilities for new subdivisions means
that the city does not have enough money for
the older parts of the city. New schools built at
the fringes of the city leave no money for main·
tenance or rebuilding of schools in the older
parts of Albuquerque.

A BETTER PLACE TO LIVE means a better trans·
portation sysl·em. Automobiles should be used
less frequently. Bicycles and moss transit should
take their place.
A BEITER PLACE TO LIVE
means consumers
protection laws, such as open doting on fco:>ds,
unit pricing, and land sales disclosure.

If You Want To Help Joyce Call .344-7980 Days,

A BffiER PLACE TO LIVE means conflict of in·
terest laws, such as full disclosure of campaign
contributors and yeorly personal financial state·
ments.

A BEITER PlACE TO LIVE means legislators who
will actively work for tho necessary laws, rather
than someohe who simply makes motherhood
statements. Joyce is a known environmentalist
who has worked hard for such slate legislation
as s-ubdivision control, the stafe equal rights
amendment, the water protection law, Senate
Bill 35, and House Bill 5.
Vote for JOYCE COSTELLO: Help make New
Mexico A BETTER PLACE TO LIVE!

842-9045 or 242-4841 Evenings
Paid for by Costello tor Senate Club-Richard Fox Treasurer
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Cargo: '8/A Benign Neglect'

Daniels-·Bring Our Boys Home•

··--~~-----·-·

OutlawinR wor Is our ~ause-let's
help Filbert Jaramillo carry the Ball
• , • Now ... Today!
The students should be contacted
by the Student Senate to whom he
spoke on May 3.
Four or Five stJJdents could ~all a
few members of the faculty, tell
them to call ten others, etc. until all
faculty members are called, The registrar can help with a list of faculty
-- ----mumbcrs-.-·Mro ··-Jutrll-·-~urr-io-- ton -hc!p
you with the staff list.
If the University does not help him,
Filbert Jaramillo cannot win. He is
depending on the people for nomination thus he will be indebted to only
them.
Republicans, Demotrats, independents, Catholics, Protestants and
Christians It concerns us all to outlaw
war, Your ~upport is needed NOW.
send do notions tor

Jack Daniels, successful
businessman from Hobbs was
formerly the county Democratic
chairman of Lea County, a
member of the Lea County
Democratic Central Commission,
former state representative from
Lea County, chairman of the
House Education Committee
1969·1970, a member of the.
Taxation and Revenue
Committee, and a member of
the Corporations and Banks
Committee.
"We need to move toward a
volunteer army. Few people
realize that 7 0 per cent of our
army, including the marines,
navy, air force, etc. are already
V<>lunteer. The main problem is
with the foot soldiers.

Filbert Jaramillo
512 Headingly N.W.
Albuquerque, N.M. 87106

need the proper incentives to be the foreign investment credits, education programs. He pointed
volunteers. Being a soldier is a and increase the tax advantages out that the medical school at
professional business now, and for the senior citizen."
UNM could not exi~>t without
through our academics I don't
Daniels is opposed to the government !!id.
believe we are dehumanizing the legalil::ation of marijuan&. He
Daniels believes each state
army."
supported Senate Bill 35, the should determine its own
Dan ie]s believes that we
controlled sub~;tances a:ct, on priority need for environmental
shoulcl talk about amnesty only
minimizing the penalties for improvement. New Mexico
when the war is over which he
possession of marijuana.
should set its own priorities
hopes is "very soon." He said
Daniels said, "We have given with the federal government
no one knows how many people
18 year olds the right to vote, providing necessary funding for
have fled the countrv and that
marry, pay taxes, be prosecuted, environmental control.
there are several technicalities· to serve as a judge, therefore we
He is opposed to the location
on whether the people who
have given them the of industry in New Mexico
have fled have actually broken responsibility to act as adults. I ' which will pollute the air and
the law.
support lowering. the drinking dump wa&te~ in our waters. As
As far as the President's wage age to 18. If they can bike the sen11tor be would require
and price freeze Daniels says it responsibility of all these things legislation which would require
is definitely not working.
they h~ve the right to decide on industries which. omit P?llutants
"This year General Motors if they want to drink 0 ~ not."_ to cle~ up the1r operat1o':ls: .He
emphatically opposes subdiVIsiOn
.
.
earned more in the first quarter
~an~els srud the U.S. should • developments with<>ut adequate
of the year than ever in the
!Jlalntrun .the balances of p~wer provisions for ecological
history of its being.
.
·~ the Middle East a_nd c~ntmue preservation.
"When. the average man is a1d t:> the Israelis w1th no
Daniels believes it is time "to
suffering and the corporations comm1~ents o_f man. power. .
bring our boys home." He
are prospexing something is
Dantels believes m _spendmg supports no widening of the
wrong, The corporation taxes more money on education from war, including stepped u
need to be adjusted. I believe the elementary level to the bombings
p
the exemptions for single. people univer&ity level. He said the
"I thin'k it's simple when you
should be $2000, for couples r~cen t cuts were due. to the get right down to it," Daniels
$4000 plus $1200 for each V1etnam. war and. the sooner the said. "We've done everything we
child, This would give the U.S. qmts spendmg on t~e war could to fulfill our obligations
working person the break he is the more money Will be to South Vietnam, and as far as
entitled to. We should appeal allocated 'to programs such as I'm concerned that's over."

Workers Oppose Paid Parking

Paid Political Adu.

RE-ELECT

H. VERN PAYNE
Democrat
for

DISTRIO JUDGE
DIVISION 8
FOR VJGOROUS LEADERSHlP IN
COURT REFORM

Paid by THE STUDENT COMMITTEE FOR MORE RESPONSIVE
COURTS C.A. Bowereman, treasurer
Paid Political Adu.

More than 400 signatures
from custodial and physical
plant workers and grounds
keepers have been collected on
a petition opposing paid parking
for staff employees at the
university.
Circulated by the United
Workers Union,. the petitions
also have the signatures of a
number of students and faculty.
The petition opposes the 39
dollar parking fee which staff
employees (not including
faculty) must pay for the
privilege of parking on campus.
Odelio Otero, an organizer for
the United Wor~ers Union, said
that the average maintenance
worker cannot afford to pay the
39 dollar parking fee.
"Maintenance workers earn on .
the average of 8 5 dollars a ·
week," said Otero.
"Most of the workers are
married men with families. They

cannot afford to spend half a
week's salary for parking."
Otero said the petition against
paid parking was one of the
demands which the United
Workers Union plans to present
to the university administration.
The United Workers Union
does not represent the workers
at the present time. but has
been organizing in order to be
recognized as the official union
by all physical plant workers.
John Perovich, vice-president
for business and finance and
head of the personnel
department, said he recognized
tl!e legitimacy of the workers•
complaints but said that staff
employees who begin work in
the afternoons do not have to
pay for the parking sticker.
"It is my impression that
there will be free parking for
the ones who come in to work
after 4 p.m.," said Perovich.
"They will be able to park in
the parking lot adjacent to the
physical plant. Most of the
workers won't. have to buy
parking stickers since they work
in the evening shifts."
Director of the Physical Plant

department M. F. Fifield said he
had the figures for the
employee breakdown into
morning, afternoon and evening
shifts but refused to give the
information to th!l Lobo.
Narciso Gallego.;, the
counselor who acts as link
between the workers and thE!
personnel department, gave the
total figures for the various
work shifts: 454 workers are
employed on the day shift
between 8 a.m.-4:30 p.m.; 124
workers are employed on the
evening shift between 4:30
p.m.·l a.m.; 1 worker is
employed between 10 p.m>7
a.m.
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My name ;,

Jack R. Nail. I

~

~

J

You have all heard of the "Dirty'' twenty of Texas, well
I am one of the "Dirty" twenty of New Mexico.

~

~

I am a declared Democratic candidate for the U.S. Senate.
~ I therefore declare my full support and candidacy to Gov~ ernor George C. Wallace for the Presidency of the United
States.
You the voter, the young, the old, the worker, the man that
has shouldered the tax burden for the world, the common
man, the intellectual, you have been given an instrument,
George Wallace, and Jack Nail. The intellectual community is a cross section of the country. You have the ability
and mobility to use this instrument to it's fullest exten. You

::

~ "~~;::~::, ::~·:~.:::::::.11:.~;=~- !
~ tellect and courage to revolutionize the political structure of
~ the country. Vote and work for George C. Wallace. This
~ ~o~ld automatically eliminate hal£ of the professional poli~ ttctans and the other half could not raise a penny for the next
~ election. Your vote for Jack Nail would do the same thing
~ for theN ew Mexico politics.

~
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Jess Kornegay was elected in
19 54 as Santa Fe County
Commissioner and re-elected in
1966. From 1963 to 1967 he

JACK R. NAIL

om 46 yean old, a lllo long
resident of New Mexico and Chaves County. I have worked .,
in the enviornmental and related fields, independently for ~
18years.

.~

.

Ecologist Speaks

FOR U.S. SENATOR

Paid Political Advertisement.

~
~

served as Chief· of the State Tax
Commission. In 1968 he served
as Assistant Director of Finance
for the :Albuquerque City
Schools. In 1968 Kornegay was
elected State Treasurer and in
197 0 re-elected to that same
office.
"We've been there much too
long," said Jess Kornegay
referring to the war in Vietnam.
"We should get out of it,
without any regard to hindsight.
It doesn't matter if we should
be there or why we are there.''
Kornegay said we whould do
everything we can to keep a
balance of powe~ in the Middle
East.
"We have been closely aligned
with Israel and this is good. We
should furnish them the things
that they need. But most of all
we should get the countries
together at the peace table."
Kornegay will not vote to
lower the drinking age to 18.
"There are enough people
bar-hopping on Saturday nights
as it is,'' he said.
"I believe every young person
has the right to a job and if the
private sector can.'t furnish those
jobs then it is up to the federal
government. It is up to the
government to set up programs
of meaningful work to make
this country a better place to
live. It wouldn't be an expensive
proposition. With the closing
down of the war and five and a
half million people already out
of employment this is a grave
problem. I believe it can be
solved and I would like to help
out.
Kornegay said tbe draft
dodgers and deserters made their
choice and until the hostilities
are over there's no need to Lalk
about it.
"I'm afraid of a volunteer
army," he said. It would get
too professional."
"Busing for educational
purpos&s, yes," said Kornegay.
"For racial purposes, no." If the
busing is for educational
purposes, to bus children out of
the ghettos, l'm all for it.
Kornegay would like to see a
federal program set up like the
one in Bernalillo county, one
which would make it attractive
for drug addtics to get in to it.

Univer:sity Forum·
,.Experiencing the l)ltimate"

~

Denis Haack

~

~

May 7, 1972
6 pm Sunday

~~~~~~~~~~~·~~~~~··~·~··~···~·····~~
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Cargo would prefer a petition
system to the present system of
filing fees, saying that the fees
will undoubtedly continue to be
ruled unconstitutional.
The Indians, says Cargo,
"sometimes suffer from a kind
of benign neglect," with -the
BIA (Bureau of Indian Affairs)
"sometimes too bureaucratic."
He mentions a BIA sign that
someone had alte):'ed to stand
for "Boss Indians Around," and
calls it 4'pretty accurate."
He adds that he ''did legal
work for the Navajo tribe, and
worked to return Blue Lake to
the Taos Indians, to whom it is
sacred." He appointed more
Indians to state · office than all
other governo~s in the state's
history, combined, but
emphasized that these
appointments were on the b!lsis
of qualifications for the jobs:
"Why, if I'd wanted just to set
a record, I could have appointed
a million Indians."
Cargo emphasizes that Welfare
and Medicaid must be reformed,
changing some rules he describes
as "pretty screwy." He supports
Nixon's proposed plan of a
minimum gul!ranteed annual
wage of $2400 with incentive to
raise that to $4800.

" I would not vote .for
legalization of marijuana at this
time, and I doubt if I would
vote for it in the future," he
said.
"People in journalism
sometimes take advantage of
their freedom, but we must give
the press the right to always
speak freely. I would never vote
in any way to abridge the
freedom of the press."
Kornegay who was Chief of
the State Tax Commission for
five years, said, "there is a 35
to 40 billion dollar deficit
facing this country. This brings
only inflation and it half i:o"
stop! We have to pay the
deficit. This came about after
an administration which
campaigned on balancing the
budget. We have to get tough
and we have to get back on a
sound fiscal basis."

the
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Grace Church
115 Cedar St. NE

Hair

·

for Men

UNIVERSITY SHELL
specializing in tune-ups
brakes, air conditjoning
&expert welding

Expert
No Nets, Gels, Laquer
Sprays, Heat, or Other.
Sissy Put Ons
For Men or Women
by Appointment only

FREE l'ICKUP & DELIVERY

10% Discount to Students
24 hr. service
Len Maestas
2720 Central SE 268-5877

255-0166

.

5504 Central Ave. S.E.
u·(i Blk. East of Son Mateo)
•• • •
• • • • • • ••

h ··

JAMES M.

Scarborough
DEMOCRAT
for

SUPREME COURT
JUSTICE
POSITION' TWO
(Four Year Term)

VOTE FOR

PAUL A. PHILLIPS
DEMOCRAT FOR jUDGE

NEW MEXICO COURT OF APPEALS
4 YEAR TERM

POSITION 3

Champion of academic freedom.
Defender of civil liberties.

Experienced lawyer (15 years of law practice in
N.ivi.; 10 years in New York and Nebraska).

23¢

"

Cargo emphasizes the amount
of cleaning•up he did during his
term ru; governor. As a matter
of fact, a member of the Sierra
Club, he says, "The only thing
they can say against me is that
I was in movie& and walked to
work.!'

Legal scholar (Columbia University Law Review;
formerly Law Faculty, University of Nebraska;
part-time Faculty, UNM School of Law).

HAMBURGER
in town

i,.=
=

"'

; Henry's Drive-In
19Iu·central 9 am toll am

1

BOOKS

BOOKS,
BOOKS '
,_,.._
.

.

- UTILE PROF!;SSOR

•

6001(~

FAIR PLAZA

I

l
.

Open Mon.·fri. 10am·9 pm •
USa~. 10 com-5 pill

'

~
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-·

"I believe, as does Mr. Justice Brennan, that 'academic
freedom is of transcendent value to all of us and merely to the teachers concerned. That freedom is therefore
a special concern of the First Amendment, which does
not tolerate laws that cast a pall of orthodoxy over the
classroom."
"With time and Mr. Nixon eroding the Sup1·eme Court
of the United States, we must strengthen our State
courts. That's why I'm running. That's why I need
your help."

LOMAS & SAN PEDRO N.E.

-r

~ WED~ING PHOTOGRAPHY,.
321 Wyoming NE

I
I

II

I

I

~
~

to the states.

Kornegay-Bar-hoppers
and Peace
.

F. Herbert Bormann, a
prominent ecologist, will speak at
Paradise Hills Country Club at
7:30 p.m. on May 6, and at the
Phi Sigma seminar May 5 at 9:30
a.m. in room 139 of the Biology
building.
Reservations for the dinner at
7: 30 on May 6 should be made in
the Biology department by 6 p.m.
today. The seminar is open to the
public.

r··················..············~
~

trafficking in the other
drugs"-he is in favor of
"mandatory hospitalization,"
and dealing with addicts
medically, like alcoholics. He
sees the drug problem as the
key to Albuquerque's amazing
crime increase: ' 458 per cent, as
compared with 6 per cent,
nationally, virtually all
drug-connectea."
He points out that marijuana
cannot be legalized anyway, due
to a pact the United States has
$igned with 4' 55 other nations,
in 1064," agreeing not to do'so.
The only alternative, says Cargo,
is to enforce "uniform
penalties."
Cargo advocates the end of
the draft, with a volunteer
"We've never had a governor army. Regarding draft resisters,
elected to the United States. he favors "substitute service,"
Congress. 'I'he only one, .Ed like in the Taft act, saying that,
Mechem, was appoiJlted,,". says whe.n he was in the servi<'~., he
Republican "Lonesome Dave'' would have wanted only those
Cargo, in his bid for the U.S. Hguarding (his) flank" who
Senate. He emphasizes that his wanted to be there.
having been governor will allow
He supported the 18-year·old
him to understand those vote, sponsored it while, for
problems that are "sui generis" example, Domenici opposed it,
to the state.
and doesn't Bsee anything
Although he is against the greatly wrong with lowering the
legalization of marijuana, and drinking age," but points out
doesn't approve of it-he says that this issue is not relevant to
its USE! leads to the "association the Senate race, as the 21st
with those people who are amendment limits that decision

.Razor's Edge
Sebring
Professional

Capture
day

that
of

.remembrance--Forever
with wedding cabuals
in
Living Color
dial

I 266-o2s61

Remember June 6th-D·Day! PAULA. PHILLIPS
Democrat-Court of Appeals-4-year termBallot Position 3

Plea~e

send contributions to:
Robert Walker, Treasurer
P.O. Box584
Corrales, N.M. 87048

Paid political by Phtlltps lor Judge Commiffe~<
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The "~1c Govern Campaign

•

The More You Have, The More You Do
By AARON HOWARD
Bruce Turner is a telephone
canvasser for George Mc:Govern.
He is sitting in a c}tair jn the
Citi:~:ens .for McGovern
headquarters on Tijeras Street
phoning one of the phone
number$ from the University
student directory~
"Hello, my name is Bruce
Turner. I'm a neighbor of yours
in Albuquerque working to elect
Senator George McGovern who
l$ running for president in the
New Mexico primary on June 6.
May I aslt you if you are
planning to vote in the
Democratic primary?"
There is a short reply at the
other end of the line. The
person an the other end sounds
neutral.
"May I ask you how you feel
ab.out. SE>nat.t>r McGovern.?,"
Bruce continues.
Bruce leans from the chair,
fumbles on the desk for a
tabloid si:;:e newspaper entitled
"McGovern on the Issues." 'l'he
tabloid is a kind of bible and
handbook for telephone
canvassers. It lists thirty-three
major area$ of policy
alphabetically: ranging from
agriculture to welfare reform
and includes such issues as
conservation and the
environment, the draft, drugs,
Indian and Alaskan natives,
nutrition, patriotism and dissent,

senior citizens and taxation.
her to remember to vote on
Eaeh of the areas is June 6.
subdivided into four categories:
* * *
McGovern's proposals, McGovern
:Bruce Turner. is 15 years old.
legislation, McGovern's voting He can't vote but he feels he
record on the issue and selected has a big stake in the upcoming
parts of McGoverJl speeches, election. In fact, :Bruce's
J>tatements of position papers on commitment to McGovern ill so
serious that on the day he
the subject.
Now if the person on the broke his ·foot, he called into
telephone asks a specific McGovern headquarters and told
question in regards to them he would have to miss a.
McGovern's past record or day of work, but he'd be back
present stand on the subject, the nex:t day.
the facts are easily at hand.
Bruce was back vn the
The person on the telephone telephop.e the day afterwArds.
asks :Bruce a question about
"Since I can't· vote, working
McGovern's stand on the war in for McGovexn is the best way
Vietnam. :Bruce pushes the to get my voice heard," Bruce
Frank Fine (1), Fred Martinez
tabloid aside for he ltnows the said.
McGovern stand on Vietnam by
"I'm pretty fed up with
heart. That is one of the main Nixon's policies."
The purpose of the ward or McGovern team will try more
reasons why Bruce began
*
block organizer was to make pho11.e c.alls and cl<}or.-to~door
. coming down. to McGo•<ern . .,.. ·Th~ main- strategy of the-·-.suie tJi'at -n;:~ voter cast -his -·-visits. As the campaign gains
headquarters every day after his McGovern pr!mary campaign in ballot for the Party. If that energy in the final weeks, the
classes at Sandia High School.
New Mexico is to get across the meant a bottle of whiskey in McGovern campaign people will
Bruce fields the question main issues of the day and to someone's hands or a two dollar intensify their. efforts to get all
quickly and eliSilY, and tries to let the people decide for bill in their pocket, it those leaning or uncommitted
get a commitment from the themselves who is best qualified was •.. expected.
voters to definitely decide on
person to vote for McGovern.
to sit in the chief executives
The new political organization McGovern.
"May I let Senator McGovern chair.
is a produ.ct of the technologic
* * is* a striking
know he can count on your
The tactics of the McGovern age. Albuquerque isn't an area
Cary Caton
vote next Tuesday?"
primary campaign here is to of tenement houses and woman wbo stands over six feet
From the phone there is a contact as many people as immigrant families who can tall and whose cheeks form the
short silence-and then a hearty possible by phone and by barely read the names of the deepest dimples I've ever seen
"yes." Bruce breaks into a door·to·door canvassing.
local commissioner. Albuquerque when she smiles.
•
smile, checks the name on a
* * *
is a sprawling urban city in
Cary is a representative from
They used to organi:;:e which the telephone, television the national McGovern staff
telephone list and then launches
into .an attempt to get the political campaigns like this and teletype have ~eplaced the who is working at tbe
person on the telephone to back in the Tammany Hall days old style politician.
downtown Citizens for
commit himself to coming down of New York. They still do in
* * *
McGovern office. She joined
to headquarters to do volunteer Richard Daley's Chicago.
To actually make contact McGovern's campaign in the
work,
What the o I d Political with all the voters in a city like early stages ll!St October whelt
The person on the other end organi:~:ations used to do was to Albuquerque takes a systematic all the candidate polls said that
of the line gives an excuse why divide the city into election effort. The effor~ is based on a McGovern could get no more
$be can't come down to work. districts-then divide the districts coded card system which lists than five per cent of the
But Bruce is already thanking into precincts or wards. The and codes voters based on the preference vote and that
her fot talking and reminding head of the precincts used to be following classifications:
Edmund Muskie was an almost
called a ward captain or in a
1. committed to supporting sure favorite to take tbe
less polite term, the ward McGovern
Democratic nomination.
2. leaning to McGovern, but
heeler. The ward captain would
Cary worked at McGovern
Vegetarian solods
further divide his area into city not firm
national headquarters in
allnotvrolfoods
blocks and have people who
3. undec1·ded
Washington, D.C. before
.
shish kabob & shilh koftll
were responsible for making sure
4. for another candidate or deciding to come home to New
Tues-Fri 11:30.2 pm, 5-10 pm
that each apartment in every anti·McGovern
~oily luncheon special
Sot & Suo 5-10 pm, closed Mon.
tenement on the block was
f
1
d Mexico. Cary's home is Hobbs.
This in ormation is earne
"People smile when I tell
AUTHENTIC LEI!ANESE FOOD
5900 Lomas NE
~26.6:~29j
canvassed by a representative of from the first tound of them I'm from Hobbs. Then
thclo" '\";::nt to l:now how does ::1
telephonethe voter lists
whoof have
~~
broken
the person from Hobbs get to be a
area down alphabetically. The McGovern supporter?
"It's easy to write off certain
lists of voters are telephoned
and their cards are coded based parts of the state. .But actually
on the results of a preliminary there is quite a lot. of support
for McGovern in the southern
phone conversation.
With this information, the part or the state. People like
McGovern committee is nble to him. because he's honest and
know some solid information isn't afraid to take an unpopular
about who will and who won't stand."
Cary is now on the telephone
be turning out on election day
to Los Angeles trying to get a
to vote for McGovern.
J •
For those people who are Dennis Hoppet film for a
jl
coded as leaning towards McGover.n benefit. Now that
McGovern or undecided, the McGovern is looking more and
more like a winner, the
beautiful people are hopping on
the band wagon. A recent
McGovern benefit held at the
1 L.A.
Forum grossed $250,000
for McGovern. The benefit cast
includes James Taylor and
Carole King, Barbra Streisand,
Warren
Beatty and Shirley
Rcpa1r li: :\taintenaucc
MacLaine. Similar benefits are
on all forcign car5
planned for Chicago and &n
Franciseo.
Specialis1s
Albuquerque isn't Los Angeles
yet-and the McGovern people
3:13 w,·ominst Blvd. :'I:E
haven't yet lined up a benefit
show like the Los Angeles show
265·5901
Free estimates

* *

NaderI S

~~~;;~~~~~~;;~:;~~;:~:;:;~;;~~:;~~;:~~th~e~p:o;n;t~ica;;l;m~a~c~h~i;n:e·~~~~~

canvasse~

last week. But Cary is working
on it,
,
There are JW>t five weeks left
to the primary and the
McGovern campaign is still
operating on a &hOI:1llt:ting budget
h11re.
"We're really desperate for
funds," Cary said.
«We need money ·to print
literature, for mailings, our
headquarte~: expenses, telephone~>
and for media time.

* * *

Campaign coordinator Rick
Harris opens the financial
books: ''We've been able to
keep everything in the office
r u n n i n g a s· a r e s u lt o f
cofltributions we've received
·
from around the state.
''After all, the more you
have, the more you do."

move 1.1niversity students to
believe in and work for the one
candidate Frank feels could
really bring about a change in
the electoral system.
''If Humphrey win:> th1:1
Democratic nomination, it's the
end of my campaigning. I'm not
going to bust my ass for him.
DQ you think I'd work 12
hours every day for the
Democratic national party?,"
Frank said.

*

*

* for McGovern
The Students
group bas been actjve on
campus since last year. From
the one or two people who
used to sit in the Vnion behind
a McGovern table where few
passerbys stopped, the campus

* * *

It ill estimated that there are
about 16,000 university students
who are registered to vote.
McGovern is expected to do
best among the university
community~if the· students
actually go to the polls on June
6.

Frank Fine is one of the
student cooddinators fox the
campaign and it's his job to get
the university community
registered and committed to
vote for McGovern in June and
again in November 1f the South
Dakota senator wins the
Democratic nod.
Frank works for and speaks
about McGovern lilte a zealot.
But unlike an emotional
shotgun, Frank is an organizer
who seems to be weighing every
:>ituation and possibility in terms
of a person's commitment to
McGovern. Perhaps this
tendency comes from Frank's
first college experience when he
was active in radical politics at
Boston University.
"I was involved in the
origio.al resistance movement in
1967," Frank said. "We were
into draft evading and draft
ducking and espousing a
philosophy of no altexnatives.
"This is my first political
campaign,"
The McGovern campaign
brought Frank Fine back into
the system-he is working on
the grass·roots level trying to

Cary Caton
campaign now has 150 students
who have signed up to work for
McGovern.
The Students for McGovern
havo more than 50 people
making phone calls for
McGovern; more than a do:~:en
canvassers going door·to·door in
the dormatories; numbers of
students collecting absentee
ballots at the McGovern table.
'l'he McGovern table is always a
hub of activity with as many as
six people sitting there at the
same time. The campus
organization hands out moJ:e
than 500 position papers a
week-what McGovern thinks
about ecology, wom~n's right:;
or minority rights. The position

papera are constantly changing
as the organizaHon tallt!i to
student$ about the is:>ue.s which
concern tbem.
McGovern workers recruit
potential supporters and more
workers from conversations
a.round the McGovern table. The
speed at which UNM students
are volunteering to support
McGovern is increasing at a
dizzy pace.
"At present, about half of
the students at the university
have committed themselves to
candidates," said Frank Fine.
"About 85 per cent of all the
students on campus who have
committed themselves are
· supporting McGovern."

* * *

''Remember that name? She
wanted to do phone calling."
"This one's an older woman.
She wants to work with people
her own age. I told her
somebody would contact her
today."
,
'' Usten~any person . who
wants to make telephone
calls ... tell them we'll pick
them up and bring them back if
they need a ride."
· Frank and several organizers
from the Students for McGovern
are :w:eviewing a file of cards
which they've collected from
their campaign. They are
separating names of people who
have volunteered to do work on
the campaign. Now the
McGo.ver.n group is telephoning
them~just two days after
they've .signed u.p-to get them
to work.
·
The more people who are
organized to do work for

Rick Harris
McGovern, · the more people are
going to learn how McGovern
stands on the important political
issues of the day.
In the old days before there
was such a thing as political
campaigns, people used to read
cards to predict the future. It
wasn't the most scientific
method, but people claimed it
worlted more than not.
Once again, people are
readipg cards to see the future.
The difference is that this time
the cards are an accurate
collection of information which
tells how the community feels
about their choice in the June 6
primary.

This time the cards say
McGovern is going to win big
on the UNM campus.
A caucus for aU McGovern
supporters will be held Friday,
May 5 at 7: 30 p.m. in the Kiva,
Purpose of the meeting is to
nominate delegates to the
National Democratic Convention
in ~iami Beach.

Street Dance
There will be a street dance
in front of Coronado Hall on
Friday night from 8·12. Music
will be provided by the Summer
}ligh and Cody.

•

Get your Volkswagen
painted FREE!

••
fl

The College Inn

<[)oreign Car

If you are tired of • .•
time wa:;ted on
Cooking. Restaurants, Gleaning,
Commuting, Hunting for Parking,
Shopping, Utilities and ExpenseH
And tt'ould prefer ...
We do the Cooking,
Plenty of :Food, No Limit,

RETAIN

Justice
SAMUEL Z.

Coffee all day 1 We do the Cleaning

MONTOYA

Linen Supplied, Lots of Parking,
Walk to Glass

We arc now taking reservations
for Summer and I•'all of 1972

30:~

l'age 1:!

Ash St. NE

You can earn easy money, every month during school,
for doing rtearly nothing. Beetleboards of America will
paint your car FREE:, in incredible fashion, and pay you
lor drivir'lg it around as usual. That's practically all there
is to ll. !"'or lhe lull story, write immediately to:
Beetle bOards of America, lnc.
7785 Sunsat Blvd.
los Angeles, California 90046

OEMOCRAT FOR

Supreme Court

243-2881

A.B. UNM 1937-LL.B. Georgetown 1941
t 3 years experience as trial and appellate judge

••

1. 1radc-tnark ofThe Coca-Cora company
2. Ttade-mark of Lovr Slrau~s II Co. 3. Trade-mark of Anheuser-!lusch,lnc.
BeelletlOards of Ame11ca. r~c. tnakes no cla•m of cMorsemenr. accuraey or
appro•at by any tompan•es wlms6 IOI)us. ltatle·n,arRs ur wpyr•gh!M art·
wotk ltay be dtSPiayr:d or II Sled hereon. ncr has any sueh eompany
subsetlbe<l !or thll serv•ces of Beelleb<\1rds of MtetJCa. Inc. as of !he frrst
Pubheahon. of th1s adv!::!'rllsement
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Derrio Norvell DisplaYs Liberal Image
David Norvell, attorney
. general of New Mexico, wa~
first elected to the New Mexico
House of Representativea in
1962 from Clovis in Curry
County, He .served in the hou~e
until 1970 and in 1968 he was
elected speaker of the house. ln
19 7 0 he he came attorney
general under Governor Br1,1ce
King.
.
"I was the first and only
candidate for the United States
Senate who h~ taken a strong
positi<m 1>n the Vietnam war. I
attended the first moratoriums
on the campuses of New Mexico
in protest of the war, and spoke
at moratoriums in October of
1969. My position remains the
same. I am for leaving
immediately and taking the
prisoners of war with us."
"We mt~st comply with the
St~prem11 Court ruling in regard
to racial balance through busing.

,.

We must find better answers to
this problem. I would oppose
any efforts to have the
constitution prohibit busing. The
answer to this problem is that
Americans, as the con::Mtution
req.uires should establish an
integrated society.
·
"I was i<he first candidate
who c 11lled for a national
emancipation act for lS year
olds at the national level. I
would work for it in the
Senate. Ddnking is an
insignificant p11rt of the concept,
If 18 year olds have the
responsibility to vote they have
the responsibility to make their
own decisions.
"I favor a voluntary army. It
is the only way to bring· a
rationale to the war machine.of
our army. There should be
conditional amnesty based on
pubUc ;Service. People were
granted amnesty in WWI and

WWil when the people were for
the war. Now in a war which
many do not support I see no
reason WhY amnesty abould not
be granted.
"I concur with the President's
report on the decriminalization
of marijuana penalties.
"We have a committment to
Israel and we m1.1st maintain
hrael as a free nation. We
should l;lontinue our support."
Norvell said he would support
water quality and air quality
co11trol acts. He said be was the
only candidate who had filed
suit to preserve the
environment. He is fo-r
aQ.tomobile emission acts and all
forms of pollution control.

Cello Choir
Saturday, May 13, the
Albuquerque Cello Choir will
perform at 4 p.m. it~ Keller Hall.

M·ondragon: 'Center on Returning Vets'
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Lieutenant Governor Roberto
Mondragon is the youngest
candidate running for the
United States Senate in New
Mexico, He is 31 years old.
The war?
"I'm against it," said
Mondragon. "I think we should
pull out. Number one, we need
to concentrate on helping
returning vets get permanent
employment in man power
training programs. We need to
help with drug rehabilltation for
those returning veterans who
need it, We have to find ways
to convert military programs to
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peace programs,'' be said.
"Since we have a device such
as the draft we need alternative
methods for serving our
country. It would be unfair to
those who have served time to
l1ave others receive total
amnesty even though the ones
who served might not have
wanted to. Working at veterans
hospitals, some type of job
corps, or serving the same
period of time as if drafted are
alternatives. On a voluntary
army, it would be better than
the present system if it could
be worked out with a sufficient
number of people.
"I am for fair and equitable
taxes. I am for tr1.1e urban
renewal programs-permanent
programs. Since this is an
election year we find the
administration initiating several
emergency acts for employment,
urban renewa1, etc, We need to

VIETNAM: "I'm fed up with old men dreaming up wars for
young men to die in. The war in Indochina is the greatest military,
political, economic and mo1·al blunder in our national history.
Never again should we commit our :forces to war without full
debate and a declaration of war. Now is the time to announce
and abide by a timetable for withdrawal of all U.S. armed forces.
Until we ag1·ee to withd1·aw, our prisoners will not be returned,
the killing will continue, and billions of dollars will be wasted."

expand these programs to
regional development plans
similar to the one at Four
Corners. If elected I would
work for the reduction of oil
and g11s depletion allowances
and a reduction in farm
subsidies.
"I feel we should crack down
on the pushers and people who
make a living out of drugs. I
would support programs that
minimize the penalties of
possession of marijuana such as
I have supported in the p~t.

Omega Psi Phi
The New Mexico chapteJ,' of
the Omega Psi Phi fraternity, an
international and national black
group, recently returned from a
district conference with a
pocketful of awards.
UNM senior Sam Johnson was
chosen as the second Vice
Representative of the national
organization, which is the
highest office for which an
undergraduate student is eligible.
I vor Moore was also chosen
as the second Vice District
Representative, also the highest
office for an undergraduate
student.
Dr. Charles Becknell, of the
Afro-American Studies Program,
was chosen as "Citizen of the
Year" by the group.
Johnson was also chosen as
district scholar, maintaining a
GPA of 3.3.
Omega Psi Phi has two
chapters on the UNM campus,
Sigma Gamma, the
undergraduate group and Nu
Rho, the graduate half.
The fraternity has also been
active in Black Student Union,
Afro-American Studies. Uhuru
Sasa, and Student Government.

''I would certainly support
continued assistance to Israel to
preYent aggression from the
Arab nations."
Mondragon said he would
support laws that would allow
the youth to run for office and
then they themselves could
determine if they should be
allowed to drink at 18 and
other responsibilities they feel
they should be entitled to•
"I am in favor of everything
possible to protect our
environment. There should be
stricter guidelines for pollution,
automobile emissions, and there
should be government grants to
research geothermal energy. I
want strict enforcement of
water pollution, dumping, and
environmental subdivisions.
"My prime issue is that of
representation, closing the link
of people L'1 the govcrmcnt. If
elected I would create five
offices located regionally in New
Mexico, staffed with
ombudsmen to close the links.
''As far ll8 political reform
the candidates in the present
system must spend too much to
get elected. I would support
reforms so that more of the
average men could run for
office.''

Pete Says Demos Can't ralk
GOP Candidate Flails Opposition

Pete Domenici was elected to
tbe Altuquetque City
Commission in April 1966. He
was chosen chairman of the
City Commission in October
1967. He served on the
commission until April 1970. He
v,.ras the Republican Party's
candidate for the governor of
New Mexico in 1970. He was a
member of the Republican State
Finance Committee and of the
State Central Committee.
"I don't think the Democrats
bave much room to talk,'' said
Domenici. "Their administration
had an ample·. opportunity to
check inflation by a variety of
restraints and restrictions, The

. major inflationary wage and
price increase occurred long
before Nixon took office. The
imposition of the same by the
President was indeed significant
to the American Economic
history, The attempts by thll
wage and price boards to curtail
tlle inflationary cycle have not
be!ln totally successful and to
that el(tent we can insist on
better performance. Some of
their failures are attributable to
inordlna te pressures, :>orne to
trial 11nd error, I llupport the
concept of minimal l.'egulator
controls, but will not be party
to unfair bending and breaking
of reasonable guideline l:'Ules in
favor of eithel.' big business or
big labor. The rules of
reasonable wage increase and
reasonable ptofit taking mllst
apply equally to big and little
business, big labor and little
labor and on non profit labor.
"I favor an all volunteer army
which would in fact be putting
the draft system to 11n end. I
believe this can come about
only if we are willing to pay
substantially more for o"Ur
military than we are now paying
tltose serving. Professionalism
will have to be promoted and
longevity of service expected
and compensated for. I would
vote for appropriate measures to

Robert McNeill
Robert McNeill, candidate for
the 16th district in the state
Senate tace, feels "New Mexico
must adopt strong land use
legislation. Our strongest assets
are being w~ted by subdividers
who have found this state to be
a susceptible place for
exploitation. The tact that land
subdivision is an issue is
evidence of our failure thus far
to act-and .widcncc of an
inadequacy on the part of our
state government, including the
legislature."
He is also in support of the
Controlled Substances Act. "I
think it is silly to treat
possession of small amounts of
marijuana as a crime of a
serious nature 11nd the idea of
imposing fines rather than jail
sentences is J;ensible. I am much

--------------------

No More Beds
The Student Health Service
announces the infirmary will close
on May 20 and re-open June 10.
Clinic and emergency service will
be open as usual.
What this means is that there
will be no bed care until summer
registration:.:.·-----The most runs scored in a WAC
game occurred in 1965 when
Arizona amassed 36 ~uns against
UNM.

more concerned with the
problem of controlling the
dealers l11 hard drugs-and the
criminal activity the pushers
create. l think it's time that this
country stopped reacting
emotionally to marijuana and
started acting seriously about
the actual problems, including
the heavy heroin traffill in
Albuquerque,"
He is also in favor of raisng
the quality of the mass transit
systems of the city.

1'om Rutherford
Tom Rutherford, senntc,
district 16, a 25·year·old 1970
graduate of UNM, is a member
of numerous environmental
groups and is a founder of the
New Mexico Youth Caucus. He
has the endorsement of the
AFL-ClO and the UNM Young
Democrats and the statewide
Democratic eaucus.
"I will work," Rutherford
said, "for strong statewide land
subdivision regulations nnd

10-SPEEDS

Atala-Italian National Racing Bike
Crescent-built by and like a Swede

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
and

enforcement. A statewide land
use plan should be formulated
at once spelling out optimum
uses for aU strong statewide
:z:oning laws. Where land
development is permitted, the
developer sbot~ld be ri:!quired to
pay the cost of providing services
and utilities."
He also is in hvor of
"rehabilitation for addicts and
prosecution of sellers.."
• • We need to spread the
burden of taxation more
equibably a.mong all individuals
and !irma in the state. The
individual consumer needs a
stronger voice in Santa Fe."
Bob Davidson, the unopposed
GOP had no comment.
Democrat Paul Tackett w~
unavailable for comment.
·
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call255-6661 or 243-2119

accomplish this,"
"As between the present law
and amnesf;y which is an
unconditional leave to return
without any strings attached, I
J:avoJ the present law. As.
between amnesty and the Taft
amendment which would require
three military and four civilian
years of se~vice, I favor the Taft
approach.
"I do not support the
concept of busing as a
permanent means of providing
equal edul;lation to the public
achools of America. 1 don't
believe it will accomplish what
is intended. I support
wholeheartedly the concept of
quality education for all and
appreciate the fact that such is
not equally available to all. I
consider education among tbe
highest priofity of government
services. I would support
whatever expenditures that is
appropriate, rllquired to ~gure
the availability of quality
education to all,
"The United States Senate
with concurrence of the House
could not legalize the sale and
or the use of marijuana in the
states of the U.S. Slt.Ch was the
opinion of the individual states.
However, the U.S. legislates in
this field because of Interstate
Commerce.

Candidates for Senate District 16

ENVlll..ONMENT: "Life on earth survives only because of a
delicately balanced thin layer of soil, water and air. That balance
is being disrupted at an alarming rate by pollution of our environment can we fully protect our resources, and reverse the damaging
onslaught of man on natm·e/'

vote for

•
untatn
rts.

I am a e!lndida!e lor the ofllett df Unil..l Slates Senator
from New Mexico. I am (!II candidate beec~use I baliava lha
government has noi bun reprelentativfl of tha majority <1l
the clli%ens.. It is unrespolltive to the npds and detitas af
ardino:uy people hut continues lo operate with politteol
and financial favoritism. There at• nl:t ordinary ptt<~pllt
elected fa represent ordintlry people, and I tltlnlc it I$ tfme
it> c:honge. It is time II> !lave o ga~ernment bosed upo~
ri!awn <>rul tonsiclerallan for 1:11! the pe<~ple. Let us !liow
li>e politlctans Wfl can eled a persc>n without big ilnt~ntlal
111ee1ns or political machine, C)ne wno does not have to buy
ihe e!ectiort or to repay any tlolitit<l! dG!:.t:.
I urge you to vole in thO!! Democr(Jiic .Prim!ll')' em Juno
6th. and ! hoae you will Yc>llt for me and tell your frlendt
about me. Wa con really have tJ governm..nt of, t'ot by thfl
peopffl If we oil get invol11ed and sln"rti!ly try.
I t.elieve the important issues for the tampaign today
include the (dllowing•
C~IMI:

and VIOLENC:E-lel'.s lake lhe

pto~l

oul "' crime and

human miiDty. lltl'$ !teal <:rinlinal• and vloloUons quickly

with equal and tttCisancibl.. ponlshmenl according Ia the
severay cf tn• crime, wlrlfe guaranleei~9' everyone treat•
men I with dignity and 'Qnsideralieln, l•t'li clevelt>p ncow and
efleotlve methods fo totnbai crime Clnd violence wilh o
minimum of kUling and physical lrtiury.
MILITARY OI'EiiATIONS-We mud termtnato lhG S~:~leclive
Service Law lind all unreasonable !or$ign military lnvo.lfi·
men!. ·Our mllltory Clctivilles should be only what is necetsary for the s~fety and defense of our own United Stoles.
ECONOMICS and TECHNICAL i>ROGR~SS-the employ111ent
mi!!l be increased. Non·mllltary programs Ia improve health,
safety, and environmentCII tl<>ndard.l should be inl!lclfed,
utilizing the technical talent of the large groupl af unem·
played people with coU,.ge educations, and ln tlu~ $killed
labor trade!. l:conomic; sfablltly c:tnd growth needs small

l:msinltn and re.,.ol!able llloges. Titer• $hould b.! <>uishlnte
and fne~tntives for sn1all bu$ines$, .and the minimum wage
must Leo reawnabfe and aclaqu~>le to h&~ (ompolib~ with
the cost of IM~g.
lnllaliort must be $lci;tped far all noc:es.~itles,. To~alion
mult ba adminlt~ered witli faimet& ond with ~ualitf. 'rho
inMme tax law b a prime exarnpla df o bod law IIIith
pri\'lieges for special inleresf groups.
JUSTICe and eQUAUTY'-Wco mutt h¢ve tine! enfotc• laws
rhat are reasonable. They musl be oclmlnlsfer..l wlth COH•
sldt~ration of the rights t •v•ryone, with polrtical favoritism
or iln!:lneiol privileges, All <:Ult.enl 111Ult be ~j.uoraniHd the
some opportunity lor lop•quality etiutatian, employment,
((l;t tJnd elliclent l•gal protection, nutrition, tlnd m•dlcal
eOtli!.
EI>UCAtiON-Factut~l information about narcotics ond com•
murtcabfe dise<~ses should be taught students at an early
age. Medical and psyehialric: help lhould be provided for
adclictJ and d!~et1se victim~ wlihout puniti~e action <>r em·
borras.sment.
Speeial owords and Incentives should he provided by the
l•dortal government to reward leathers ctnd olher J'ubllc
servants for urlusuul "florl and eMira w<lrthwhlle accllm•
pllshm•nts•.

HONESTY' t~nd COMMUNICATION-AU gavernment aMtla!;
should b" occoilnloble for their slcllemenls under penally
or pro%c,ution fo-r perlury. Double slandt~rd ond t<~nlllct of
interests must be ~flminoled. Governmclnt ohidals must coin•
munlc:ole with olt groups of citizens and give reasonablll
consideration to theft Ideas and prob!en1i without polit!tal
hie:. Olt.tic.ll n'lus; become mor11 r•spon!ivi> to the cau~ot
of emotion tJnd (ruMiafiotl of people wllh f!rohlems.
Tha~ks you

fdr your lnlereit.

Slncattly,

Malcolm Dllle~n

Palcl Political Ado.
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House Candidates Present Views
Radosevich
Rep. John M. Radosevich,
Democrat, District 22-"1 am
the only member from
Bernalillo County on the
Natural Resources Committee. I
have <tlways supported stricter
regulations on subdividers.
"I have always supported
Walter Martinez for the position
of Speaker of the House. People
don't realize how important this
position is. It is the traditional
power struggle behind the
northern and southern factions
of the state. Martinez is from
Albuquerque, and it will be the
first titne Bernalillo County will
have equal representation on all
committees. I gave up an easy
race for Senate in order to stay
in the House and support
Walter."
· "In the last legislative sessitm,
I voted to make marijuana have
the least possible of restrictions
put on it. The problem is that
the conservative elements from
the South are against this.
Presently, we just don't have
enough votes to nin.
"I am also on the insurance
committe(, and support No·Fault
Insuran~>e that will be
comr·• lsory for everyone."

ReVeal
Stephen L. ReVeal i_s a
candidate for the Repubhcan
nomination .for the State House
of Representatives for District
22.
ReVeal's program includes
<~mending the laws regarding

i Jl icit drug traffic. Recent
legislative action has been
limited to efforts to lower the
penalties. Users of drugs should
be dealt with firmly and
compassionately, but the high
profit must be taken out of the
business of dealing in drugs by
making the penalty so high that
the risk is too great,
"Rational development of
New Mexico's assets is to be
encouraged by enactment of
comprehensive laws regulating
land development, residential
and commercial water use,
environ men tal protection and
taxation. While governmental
co11trol is to be avoided, New
Mexico must not be permitted
to fall prey to frenetic
exploiters," he said.
ReVeal's g.overnmental
experience includes service as
Carlsbad City Attorney, Law
Clerk to the New Mexico
Supreme Court, Regional
Commissioner on the Governor's
Committee on Law
Enforcement, New Mexico Pecos
River Commissioner and Member
of the State Advisory
Committee for the Small
Business Administration.
ReVeal is a 1955 UNM
graduate. His wife, Sherry,
completed her degree
requirement at UNM in January,
1972. He holds a Jurist Doctor
Degree from the University of
Illinois and has been practicing
law in New Mexic:o since 1963.
While at UNM ReVeal was in
NROTC and Sigma Alpha
Epsilon. He was selected for the

Perfect Graduation Gifts

Spring Sale
Save up to 40%
Speakers

adequate funding is essential.
Last session we appropriated
over 14 per cent more than the
curtent year. This exceeds BEF
recommendations. We must
strive for equal educ<ttional
opportunities for all New
Mexicans."
Representative I. yon was
instrumental in retaining the
BBA degree and getting students
appointed to the Board of
Regents. He co-sponsored the
18-year·old . vote provision· <tnd
reducing the age of majority to
18.
In the Republican primary
23-year·old James Tony Mess!!c
is running against Tony Angel
Marginez.
"Unless the Republican party
is the majority party of the
1973 session, in which case I
will support Tom Hoover for
the . Speaker of the House, I will
most probably·· go ·along with
the current Democratic speaker,
Walter Martinez, if his party
caucus again selects h.
Messec said Martinez has
instituted many good, new ideas
into the House.
"To protect the future of the
people and the environment of
the state of New Mexico, we
are in need or land subdivision
controls promulgated and
en forced at the state level. If
controls are instituted at county
or region<tl levels, we may find
ourselves in the undesirable
position of having 32 counties
enforcing 32 different sets of
laws, none being effective.

be charged on electricity
generated in New Mexico and
exported to other states. l am
in favor of the weight distanqe
truck tax bill with special
emphasis on ipter-state
transportation. It is also
Malry
Lenton Malry, Demo!!ratic imperative that we improve the
Representative from District 18, quality of education with more
is "<~ representative of all the emphasis on vocatiopal
education. We also need land-usc
people."
"On land subdivision we planning, subdivision control and
didn't do what we should have water controls for proper and
done in the past two years. orderly growth. l will not be a
There are a number of people Representative of any special
that would like to have a strong interests.
I am in favor of Home Rule
subdivision bill, others who
would like to have a W<laker giving communities the
bill, and others that don't want opportunity to t<tX provided it
any bill at all. I voted against a is with voter approval."
Martinez is a former Precinqt
very weak watered down bill
two sessions ago. But last chairman, current member of
session we passed a fairly strong the State Central Committee,
County Central Committee and
bill in the house.
I think what needs to be County Exec:utive .C9mmittees
of the Bernalillo County
done is that every legislator Republican Party, and has
should be put on the record as recently resigned his position as
to whether they really favor a Vice-Chairman to the County
strong subdivision bill, and the Organization.
press could hold them to it. I
As well, Martinez served as
am dedicated to a strona A;ost to former U.S. Senator
subdivision bill.
o
Edwin L. Mechem, Former
What hampers us in getting a District Manager of the N.M.
bill through is that we have a Bureau of Revenue, and
number of legislators who are Director of Administrative
subdividers and real estate Services for the Bureau of
people as well. Therefore, we Revenue.
not only ave outside lobbyists
Dan Lyon
but an inside lobby, too.
"We did pass a strip mining
Dan Lyon is the incumbent
bill-the first in New Mexico." Democratiq represent<ttive for
"I support the same person House District 11. He has no
for speaker of the House that I primary opposition.
supported last time, Rep. Walter
Representative Lyon serves on
Martinez. He is a fair man and the Education, Judiciary,
deserves a second term."
Intergovernment<tl Affairs, Rules
and Order of Business, and
George R. Martinez
Enrolling and Engrossing
A life long Republican and (Chairman) committees. He
native New Mexican, he is the represents New Mexico as its
owner of a dry cleaning firm in National Commissioner on
the Albuqueruqe Country Club Uniform State Laws and on the
Council of State Governments.
area.
"I strongly believe in
"My views on several subjects
reflect my reason for seeking academic freedom and
thyoffice, those being: I feel autonomy in institutions of
vo:y s_trong!y that a Tax ~;hould h'gher learning. Of course,
college Who's W\lo. · He served
four ye<trs with Marine Corp
and presently holds a
Commission in the Marine Corp
Reserve.

OLIVER E. PAYNE

for STATE
SUPREME
COURT

Earphones

WANDA RUSSELL
Wanda Russell, the only
female candidate running for
sheriff of Bernalillo County has
been an undercover narcotics
agent, criminal investigator of
violent crimes, and owns her
own investigative agency.

Receivers

Spare "'••Molla
Change
I got a phone call from Ross concert circuit. Now, with the
P1ukal yesterday-he'll chairman Stones, and <tttendance of
of the Popular Entertainment 12,000 or more for the last
Committee, as if anyone who three big qonqerts 1 there's not a
has ever read a column or story show anywhere for which
of mine doesn't know-and he Albuquerque couldn't be
was a little upset that I gave no seriously considered.
mention to PEC's part in
There's more to come, and
bringing the Stones here.
it's going to be great.
As I explained to him,
* * *
yesterday's column W<IS a
The Student Activities office
hastily-written replacement for was already being deluged with
the column that was all set to phone calls yesterday about
go before we learned we could t i c k e t s f o r t he S to n e·s
make the announcement of the concert-my name was Mudd
Stones' June 15 concert here. around there, assistant Tom
Also, there was limited space. Hogg informed me-so I hope
So I stuck just to my rather for everyone's sake people will
ecstatic announ.ceme.nt, ~pills .. _read_ the story on page three
adding information on other which stra"ight!ins ·out some
concerts coming up at the Civic misinformation we had about
this month, without getting into tickets when we went to press
the massive periphery of the Wednesday night. The two most
whole thing.
important things are thd:t tickets
If I had the time and space, I go on sale May 13, and that
could fill a page of the Daily there are a limited number of
Lobo telling you what an them.
outstanding job PEC has done
this past semester. But if you
Yesterday's column also had
col,lnted up the inches I've an "error" on ticket prices for
devoted to PEC <tnd the shows "Hair"; I see by advertisements
they've lined 1.lp, you'd come up that $3.50 tickets have been
with much more than a page added to the $5.50 through
worth. And a great majority of $8.50 ones. ;You can imagine
it was favorable comment.
where the $8.50 seats will be,
A n y o n e t he I e as t b i t of course.
interested in these concerts
*
should by now be aware that More on the Stones tour ....
whenever one is held in any
It starts June 3 in Vancouver
university facility, it bas first and ends July 24·26 with three
gone through PEC. They have shows in Madison Square
the power of approval or Garden, with 30 cities and 40
disapproval, and while most of concerts altogether. A variety of
the work rests with the halls have been booked, from
individual promoters, a great large arenas to smaller
deal of it falls to PEC. With the dance-oriented auditoriums.
Stones concert more than a They tried to book some halls
month away, they've already seating fewer than 5000, but
spent more time ap.d done more city fathers and mothers freaked
work than was necessary for at the idea, said Peter Rudge,
any other two shows.
who set up the tour.
I could go on, but I don't
Rudge says this tour will see
think it's necessary. Suffice it to innovations in booking,
say that given even the facility consumer protection, security,
and the Stones' desire to play ·and staging never before used
here, it still all rested with the for rock concerts. Several people
PEC to say yes, and then help who handled the Stones' last
handle a thousand obstacles and U.S. tour are .also working with
details.
this one, and seem determined
The six members of the to prevent some of the disasters
Po p u 1 a r E n t e r t a in men t they faced then.
Committee-Ross Perkal, Tim
Staging and lighting will all
Padilla, Mike Burns, Frank be handled by Chip Monck,
Margarel!a, Dennis Minuti, and who was production manager
Jan Welsh-have been working for Woodstock and h<ts handled
on this concert since they took previous Stones tours. Towers
over, and they justifiably look will hold all sound equipruent
upon this as a great going-away (except the band's amplifiers)
present for the students and the above the sightlines of the
city.
crowd, and a new system of
As a final note, I'd like to backlighting with mirrors will be
point out that wrlle bringing used. Those mirrors_ presented a
•
the Stones here will certainly be ·
looked upon as their greatest ~-- ....,
single accomplishment, perhaps
~-,,~.,,/liddeetll
just as important is the
reputation they've had art
integral part in building for this
city. Just a year and a half ago,
·,.
Hand Block Printing
Albuquerque was considered
Ro-ro .R.R. Murro. • 24-.2.•4foJ3
pretty small bananas on the
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Summer Sandals
and Clogs
Priced from $4.95 to $19.95

Ramblin, Boots has them, in the
sizes, prices and styles you are
looking for. Sandals by Bernardo,
Bare Traps, and Debs.
Mengens Clogs. Clogs by Impo

Politicans come and
go, but New Mexican
voters get a special treat this
primary with the added addition
of Sparkle Plenty on the state
ballot.
"I would like to see the war
ended," Sparkle, a former night
club entertainer said. "I don't
like it. I don't want to
politician~!

problem here, with Monck
deciding on a reqent visit that
the south basketball goal at the
Arena would h<tve to go to
make way for them. He said the
Stones would pay whatever. was
necessary to rip it out <tnd later
replace it, even after Ross
Perkal estimated it could run a
thousand dollars or more.
Monck said they were
determined to do everything
right this time, no matter what
it cost. Th<tt's a welcome switch
from the grab·all·we·can•and·run
performers and promoters.
Equipment will be moved
from city to city on two
40·foot trucks, and the 14-man
t.:clmlcal erew- ;•;ill · be- all-union;
no eager amateurs to foul things
up.
Ticket practices will be
standard in every city: a $6.50
top, a limit of four tickets.. per
customer, and sales will start at
all outlets in a city
simulf;aneously, 30 days before
the concert. (Ticket •forgery is
already starting: in LA, a phony
ticket agency took $5 on tickets
they said would cost $15.)
The Stones will be playing
Tucson (Civic Arena) the day
before they play here, and

Denver (Coliseum) the day after,
then they take a day off.
Playing with the Stones will
be pianist Nicky Hopkins, and
horn men Bobby Keys and Jim
Price who have toured Europe
with them. Opening acts will be
Stevie Wonder and Martha
Reeves (minus Vandellas), and
some 1'totally unknown gospel
singers" will join them on their
bible belt bus trip.

contribute to any more w<trs."
''My re.al campaign revolves
around the issue of man and
the .earth," Sparkle st<tted. "Man
has to get back into harmony
with his environm~nt,
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One l<tst point: Gibson &
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to me with this assurance"To confirm again, the
Rolling Stones consist of Mick
Jagger, Keith Rich<trd, Charlie
Watts, Bill Wyman <tnd Mick
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For Congress?

by Charles Andrews
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~RUTHERFORD
State Senate - District 16 - Democrat

.
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25 Years Old, UNM Grad, Environmental Advisor, Broadcaster,
Endorsed By: New Mexico Democratic Council, UNM Young
Democrats, N.M. AFL~CIO
- --- ,....,_ ·- - USE THE POWER-~¥~0~·T~E:!!!!!!!!Po!!!!ld!!!!P!!!!ol !!!!tlc!!!!o!!!!lA!!!!d!!!!v.!!!~

----~~-

New Mexico Democratic Council
"A Liberallnfiuence In TheNew Mexico Democratic Party"

The NMDC recommends the following National, State and Bernalillo County
Candidates in the New Mexico Primary on June 6, 1972.
PRESIDENT: GEORGE McGOVERN
U.S. SENATE: DAVID NORVELL
U.S. CONGRESS: EUGENE GALLEGOS
(Northem District)
SUPREME COURT: (8 yr. term) Peter
Gallagher-(4 year term) Samuel Montoya
COURT OF APPEALS: (4 yr. term) Paul
A. Phillips-(2 yr. term) Lewis R. Sutin
STATE SCHOOL BOARD: Graham
Stuart
NEW MEXICO STATE LEGISLATURE
SENATE:
District 12-Joyce Costello
Dictrict 13-Rudy Baca
District 15-Patsy Liesse
District 16-Tom Rutherford
and Robert McNeill
District 18-Ramon ·Huerta
District 22-Farrell Lines
REPRESENTATlVE:
District 11-Daniel Lyon
District 12-Raymond Garcia
District 13-Lupe Juarez
District 14-Eugene Cine!Ii
District 15-Ray Sanchez

TRINIDAD'S

;

District 16-Gus Trujillo
District 18-Lenton Mah-y
District 19-Dona1d Thompson
and Robert Hawk
District 21-William Warren
District 22-John Radosevich
District 23-Emily Harris
District 24-Ronald Curry
District 29-Pat Baca
District 30-Margherita Henning
District 31-Mary Donata

DISTRICT COURT:
District 2-Joseph Baca
District 3-James Sidwell
District 4-Mary Walters
District 8-H. ·Vern Payne
COUNTY COMMISSION:
District l-Ira Robinson
District 3-Ed Marchant
SMALL CLAIMS JUDGE:
John B. Speer
COUNTY ASSESSOR:
Edward Murphy
COUNTY CLERK:
Louise Lasley

BOOTS!

I

255-7950

Tltc NMDC docs not feel it can endorse Candidates in all races so some have been omitted.
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Lobo Review

El Topo Ultimate •Brain Circuit Overloader
the least bit scary unless you
(Editor's Note: The DaUy threaten to have an impact on Allen Klein of Apple financial. "El Topo" has to be share Jodorowaky's vision of
Lobo is proud to welCQme their Jives, they usually ait at Productions finally one and his seen at least twice if the viewer · the human condition.haves to digest it fully. It just
Michael Blake back to its pages, home w11tching the bombastic fight waa not in vain.
Seminar Launcher
even if only briefly. Blake was Friday night version of ''Let's Alexandro Jodorowsky's can't be eaten at one sitting.
An English major at U.C.L.A.
okay-now
wherl;!'s
the
Okay,
a special editor for the Daily Make A Deal,'' gorging matchless movie has made gobs
called it "a complete history of
Lobo two years ago, leaving for themselves on Big Macs instead
of money in the last few $ynopsis? Gatta have a rundown organized religion." A used· car
on the plot.
the greener opportunities of the of popcorn.
months and filmgoers have
called it a "nifty
Sorry, "El Topo" has one salesman
found it to be (this is general
West Coast. Since then he has
Happily there has been one,
western." A critic with the L.A.
consensus) the supreme but it would take about four Thnes called it "the mindless
been associate editor of the LA gigantin exception to that rule
mind·fuck, the brain circuit issul;!s of the Daily Lobo to get ravings of a lunatic,"
Free Press and of The Staff, in films released in 1971, and
to its essence. I can tell you
has written a screenplay, and it's opening at Don Pancho's
overloader of all time.
Call it what you will, ''El
that it has a western setting, is
Does It All
other freelancing. It has tonight.
Topo"
is not a "weird foreign
obviously gone to his bead: he
The credit goes to chock full of well-reasoned a:rt film," an experiment,
Even before it was released
violence
that
makes
"Straw
flatly turned down our offer to in December "El Topo" drew
Jodo:rowsky who wrote,
masturbation from the fertile
him to fill a proofreader turnaway crowds to speci11l
directed, composed the score, Dogs" look like "The Sound of mind of Alexandro Jodorowsky,
Music"
in
comparison,
is
produced, and starred in the
vacancy on our staff.)
midnight screenings at single
or a hoax. Visually, it is a
film. That's a triumph for the dubbed to perfection, is painting, frame by frame.
theaters in New York and Los
By MICHAEL BLAKE
Mexican-born, Rus..~ian•parented superbly acted, is delightfully Cerebrally, it is the kind of
People stand in line for the Angeles. In fact, the film's
genius that's ro1o1ghly equivalent long, ha~; sex in perspective and work that launches a thousaml
original
release
was
del&yed
for
oddest things. Things like "The
to nothing ever done before,
all the superlatives in Rex seminars. It is filmdom's
Godfather," "Summer Of '42," months while eager distributors
the
movie
has
mainly
because
Reed's thesaurus. It's even crowning achievement to date.
battled
away
for
the
right
.
to
"Diamonds Are Forever.'' If
no visible defects. Perhaps
better than "Invasion Of The And it is in Albuquerque.
you offer them something offer up what is probably the
_
there!s
one
but
H'!L
p_ure!y.
..BodY
Snatcher~>" and. it's no.t.
'most
oomplete
.film
..
ever
made.
meu.~1ingful, sor..cthing that may
SEE-IT.

Gallegos--lJIJain Problerri is Reds
D·ru_gs.. That is, Not Commies
.

'
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~ to stand alone.
... student accounts invited

Downtown-SIB Central SW
Fiv..- Points·Sbopping Center
Wlnrock

Use one of our
convenient charge plans
Dluslrations

Gene Gallegos is running for
the first time for a national
office. The Santa Fe lawyer
recently returned from
Washington where he testified
before a committee on the
investigation of barbiturates
headed by Senator Birch Bayh.
Gallegos said the main
problem witn drugs now is
ureds,j'

"Reds are worse than heroin,
more addictive, cheaper to get,
and produced by American
Pharmacudical plants," he said.
"We should concentrate, not so
much on grass and heroin as
this new threat."
Gallegos said since 1968 he
has been for getting out of
Vietnam. He feels that ending
the draft at the present time is
entirely logical, but in the past
there has been a need to draft.
He feels there should be
general amnesty with
conditional service at home.
" I oppse any kind of
congressional amendment to
override the Supreme Court
decision on busing," he said.
"I favor selling arms to Israel
to maintain the country's
integrity, but no man power,"
he said.
"We have given 18 year olds
the responsibility to be drafted,
to vote, to enter contracts such
as marriage; there is no reason
why 18 year olds shouldn't be
able to decide if they should
drink of not."
Gallegos said that marijuana
is still in a learning and
transition period.
"If our emphasis on
marijuana is distracting us from
the more serious drug problelllS,

then maybe we should consider
the legalization further," he
said.
Gallegos' competition in the
democratic. primary is George
Gonzales, the 34·year·old
former mayor of Santa Fe.

Gonzales wants to trim
foreign aid to recycle that
money, into the American
economy to create jobs. and
rehabilitation areas. This would
include investing more money
in education, health and welfare
reform.
"We need a Congressman
who relates to the problems of
the city," he said. If I am
elected, I will push for stronger
local control and
decision·making for the people
at the local level.
Gonzales said the federal

Tvlartinez: 1~am Pullout,
IndependentPrimaryVote
Richard Martinez, candidate
for United States Congress in
the Republican primary is
running against incumbent
Congressman Manuel Lujan.
"I would pull all troops out
of Indochina and leave a small
group of intelligence forces to
secure the release of the
prisoners of war and other
Americans missing."
''I think the draft is
ridiculous. I am a patriot except
for the case of an undeclared
war. I see no need for a peace
time draft. It should be on a

NON-SECTARIAN
COUNSELLiNG SERViCE
Free Abortion Referrals

Call Our New York Counselor

..,,,..
'·'
~

'

at
914-356-n3o

government tells l,lS ho;w to
spend. federal funds. He would
push for projects the people on
the local level want t()
implement.
Gonzales said he was 100 per
cent against any amnesty
because of the total
commitment to American
solidiets. He favors complete
pull·out of the ·Vietnam war
only after the U.S. negotiates
the safe release of prisoners of
war.
He is definitely opposed to
the legalization of marijuana,
bl!cause he is "concerned about
the percentage of marijuana
smokers who turn to hard
drugs.
Michael Alarid, who is also
running in the democratic
primary was unavailable for
comment.

Doesn't have to mean
leaving friends behind
Take them
along
by subscribing
to the
NEW MEXICO LOBO
Subscription rates: $i per yr.
Order yours NOW!

strictly voluntary basis."
Martinez said that if men
believe strongly that the war is
the wrong thing, they shouldn't
be punished for it.
"I would let them come back
to the country with no
penalties/' he said.
Martinez said that he would
legalize marijuana to the extent
that people using it would not
be committing a crime.
·
' ' I would favor the
establishment of ftee clinics to
dispense heroin much as in
England. As far as the countries
like Turkey where the stuff is
grown, I would stop importing
all goods whatsoever from those
cou.'•ttries and impose sanctions
against them."
"We have been dragging our
feet in the Middle East too
long, bu.t. I do believe we have
to honor out commitment to
Israel; with certain limitations."
"People that are registered as
Independents should have the
right to vote in the primaries in
which ever party they choose,"
said Martinez,
Manuel Lujan, the Republican
Congressman running against
Martinez was in Washington and
unavailable for comment. in
Division.
The legislature of Alabama
meets in odd years, the first
Tuesday in May.
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Between 1965 and 1968, Latin
American countries received $1.1
billion in capital investment, and
paid out profits of $5.4 billion.
Figures like these make clear
the exploitative nature of U.S.
business in Latin America, yet the
U.S. has another source of profits
as well, this one requiring no
capital investment at all.
As "Prensa Latina," the Cuban
news service says, what can be
called the "brain drain" in other
countries, can be called downright
organized robbery of talent, in
Latin America.
From 1961 to 1970, a total of
71,428 scientists, professionals,
and technicians entered the U.S.
from Latin America (not counting
Cuba). 38,552 of them were
university graduates, including 35
eminent ma tbematicians, 132
highly qualified physicists, 4272
doctors.
Otherlj included engineers,
architects, geologists, electricians,
draughtsmen, pilots, radio and
television technicians.
According to statistics at the

-

•

FINIS L. HEIDEL

Panamerican Health Office, it
costs $20,000 to train a doctor or
engineer and $8(1,000 to train a
scientist. So, roughly, the U.S.
took in almost $2 billion in
human capital,
Add in the $4 billion that Latin
American countries had to invest
in schools, books, teachers, and
laboratories, and U.S. profits
come to a tidy $5 billion.
The other side of the picture
yields equally appalling statistics.
In Brazil, out of 1400 children,
1000 go to first grade and 396 to
second. Out of these 169 get to
fourth grade, and 20 go on to
seCQndary school.
Just seven will enter some kind
of high school and finally only
one will actually go to the
university.
And when this lone graduate
begins looking for a job, chances
are one in three be or she will find
one at a U.S. enterprise or
institution, because the U.S. owns
35 per cent of the trade carried on
by the Latin American continent.
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FINIS L. HEIDEL

E. Lee Francis served as
Lieutenant Governor under
David Cargo for four years. He
is running against Pete Domenici
and his former boss in the
Republican primary for United
Siates senator.
Francis feels that as far as
amnesty is concerned, laws are
made to be changed, not
broken. If laws are in effect,
the citizens must abide by those
laws.
"I feel a voluntary army
could not be achieved presently,
but might be achieved later on,"
he said.
''The Middle East is a
question for the United Nations
and should be put before the
Urtited Nations," he said•.
Francis felt that the sale of

I

Mmnhor·Sm:rotary. Nnw M11x·
h:u Junior C:ulll!J.!U llonrd.
Prosldtml Nnw Moxlc:n Junlnr
c:nlh!I!C! f.'numfnlitlll.

arms should be put on a market
with open competition.
He feels that if industries had
been kept clean in the first
place we would never have had
our present pollution problems.

FINIS L. HEIDEL
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2219 Lead SE
266·4333
(2 blocks South o£ Campus
bctwccfi Harvard and Yale)

Friday, May 5,1972

Ht! h:u.; sllrvod !tis t:unsllfu·
outs and New ME•xko ablv for
six m•nsm:ullve lnrms OH f;loth!
Hcpresunlnll\'n. Ill! wtts .up·
pllillhHI Slain Snnnlnr in
DcH:emht•r. l!l/0.
Finis 1..1lc!ldd's h!gnllrnlnln!l
and OJI!!Ilntlnd(!(fnuss quuil·

flud him In hn 11 vllul Jllt.,;;bnr
of lim Judlc:inry. 'fltxnHmt t•ll'l
l<liVIJiliJC Cnmtnlll (!(!S ur:•lol his
nlucllon as. Rnprt!Huntnlivr!,
Hll IH a ltllllttlmt·
lim lt•tlid·
ury uucl Public: Affulrs Cnnt·
mil hw nf lhn Smtnl n.
Throuuh llw broad sc:OJlH of
his politlc:nl Sllr\'ir:n ns 11 lc!gls·
Jntnr. Holdol hus !lllhtml nn
uudm·htundlns.t of lawmuklng
!hat will provo lrtvnlunblfl
when ns n Suprmlll! Cc•nrl
ltmlict! lm hec:uutn~ all htlnr·
J>l'llll!r uf lnw~.

IT'S YOUR WORLD

OP£H DAILY-tAt. 9-5 • CRtOIT CARDS ACC£1'l£D

• STOf'- SAY£ TODAY! Come Back. SOOn , • ,

. ,. Hop Grahcim
tovington /.cfl(/or

Francis is Non-commital

EVER;~~~ .. 1/2
%off

"Most rospor.tod person.''
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$$$$ In numan 'uap1ta1'
•

=
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Black Mesa, in the northern edge of thl! Hopi Nation in NE Arizona, is not only a unique and
beautiful example of high-desert ecosystem, it is the female body of the male·female mythic
principles for SW Native Americans. It is being strip·mined by Peabody Coal, a subsidiary of
Kennecott Copper, at the rate of one eighth of its 3200 ;~cres every year.
•
One of over 40 projected power generating stations by 1990, and of six in operation or under
construction, is the infamous Four Corners Power Plant, identified as the largest single source of air
pollution in the U.S.· and perhaps the world. It is constructed on Navajo land, and fueld by coal
strip·mined from Navajo land.
Films concerning defense of Black Mesa and other Southwestern lands will be shown 2·3:30 p.m.
in the Union Ballroom, to be followed by a panel discussion, including people from the Black Mesa
Defense, River Defense, and Sparkle Plenty, U.S. Congressional Candidate.

Gloria

CONGRATULATIONS and GOOD LUCK to the class of 72

VOTE FOR
FINIS L. HEIDEL
FOR SUPREME
COURT JUSTICE
I'd, Pot. Ad by
'· L. Hoidcl

The store for diamonds ••• Special Student Terms
2312 CENTRAL SE

e

OPEN MONDAY·WEONESDAY·FRIDAY NITES 'TIL 7 P.M.
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CLASSIFIED

ADVERTISING

RATES; 7c per word, 20 word mini~
WHERE: Jonnallsm Building, Room
mum ($1,40) per time run. U pd Is to
201i, afternoops preferably or maiL
run ftv~: or more consecutive days with
Classified t\dvertlsing
no changes the rate Is reduced to lie
UNM P,O. Box 20
per word and th~: minimum number of
words to 10,
Albuquerq\le, N,M, 87106
TERMS: Payment must be made In full prior to lnsertioll of advertisement

ll

..

PERSONALS

5}

WANTED: 2 Female eompnnions for 2
week trip to Mexico. Leaving in near
future. Call Art or Mike &t 265-6568, 5/li
I NEED A COPY OF HARD TIMES No.
3. can 243-0619.
5/5
$100 REWARD. For information lending
to recoverY of Honda 305, purple, black
sent, stolen from Placitas, 277-3004 days,
299-3140 night.
5/5
WANTED: Roommate. Female grad, student preferred 2 1,4 mi. from campus.
Swimming pool and one bedroom. Call
after li, 266-1250,
5/5
TWO GUYS need a ride to New York or
thereabouts around May ;18, Will help
dr:ive and t~hare expenses. Call 256·1634
or 255-6307,
li/5
WANTED: LECIA III f Camera body,
wide angle lenJ;, Robert Campbell, 2776/5
3736,
IMPORTANT NOTICE. Please. readWin FREE - FREE - FREE. Win
Invitation and ALL E1Cl)ense Paid 'l'rip
to Inauguration and Inaugural Ball in
January-Send dollar for registration to:
WASHINGTON WEEKENDS CORPORATIONS POST OFFICE BOX 876Southport, NORTH CAROLINA 28461.
4/5
AGORA-For when you have a big problem or just 11 small one that sticks. 24
hours every day this spring, NW
corner of Mesa Vista. 277-3013.
tfn
'l'RANSIT: having a hard time? Dl'llg
Counseling and Information. Call 2775342, Mean Vista 1056, Sun-Thurs,, 6-12
Fri, and Sat, 7•2.
7/2
2)

LOST & FOUND

FOUND : Silver wire rimmed prescription
glasses. Near Henry's Hamburgers on
Central. Phone 265·1156.
5/5
FOUND: Girls watch by Anthro building.
Call Lynne at 298·0076 after 3:30. 5/5
LOST: Large, vocal, black cat with white
chest, feet. University Area, Answers to
'l'rcefrog. 255-1250.
5/5
LOST: Wallet, 6/1, 1005 Girard NE.
Phone 265-5844. Richard Dauling. Reward.
5/2
FOUND: Black female llUllPY on mall.
String around neck. Call 345-0570, 3111
Morningside NE.
3)

SERVICES

THESis-MANUSCRIPT typing - mM
Selectric-excellent quality work-8982903,
5/5
CRAFTSMEN, ARTIST8-0pen-Air 1-farket. Rent a table in a festive native at..
mosnhere. Ooportunlty to sell art work.
La Mancha Crafta Center, 9021$ 4th NW.
898-0852.
5/5
WAY PAY RENT? Own your own with
small down and small monthly payments.
602 Edith, SE, 5 BR. 608 Edith, SE, 3
BR. 506 Iron, SE, 1 DR. 508 Iron, SE,
1 BR. HAP CRAWRORD, LTD, 266·
·--~ '""~(_~
5855, 243-3142.
WEDDING INVITATIONS personalized
with a photograph of you and your to be.
~~~L

~5

50 RESUMES-UNM SPECIAL, $13.50.
Also Local-Nntional-Over!lcall Employer
Submittals. Ralph Shaffer. Professional
RESUMES. 2!16-88!11.
5/5
PHOTOGRAPHY ENTHUSIASTS; Ex·
pert custom black and white proceJ~Slng.
Push Processing for higher ASA's.
Photographs and artwork . copied and
enlarged to any size, call Stewart Lewis,
268-91$711 or come to 1715 Solano NE.
5/5
LOST OR FOUND AN t\NIMAL 1 Call
Animal Humane Ali8ociatlon. 265·6623.
tfn
!ICAT/DAT: Summer home ntud~· review
and testing program for the Medical
Denial Admlsl!ions 'l'estl!. .For Information write: Graduate Studies Center, Box
386, New York, NY. 10011.
6/5
PROFESSIONAL RESUME WITH 50
COPIE8-oll-set press. Special student
rate of $14.50 ($11.60 for original only),
Call 266-8761 for appolntmentr-Mr. Pat..
tfn
ter!lon.
UNM GRAD STUDENT does good tuneups for $6. Includes timing, !'!arb adjustment, installation and gauging of
points, condenser, and plugs. Other
work done cheap includes installation of
shocks ($2 each), waterpumps, and
other mundane chores that service sta·
tiona rip you oil for. Grant, Dox 4175,
tfn
Station A, 87106.
TYPING. IDM Electric. ReMonable Rate.
11109 Morris Pl. N.E, 296-83(9,
5/12
WATERBED PUMPING SERVICE-Faet
half hour - cheap, $5 - contact Mr.
6/5
Centrifugal 'l'ODAY-256·2185.
PASSPORT. IMMIGR.I\.T!ON. !DENTI·
FICATION photo. FMt, inexpensive,
pleasing. Nl!llr UNM. CaD 266-2444 or
come to 1717 Girard Blvd. NE.
4/28

4)

TWO FURNISHED APARTMENTS, one
bedroom, quiet, 6 units, swimming pool.
$164, $169, avallable 5/6 and G/1, 510
6/5
Valencia SE, 255-7674.
TWO DDRM. APT to sublet for summer,
washer, dryer, all fum, paltttings, etc.
10 mln. to c6111PUS. 265-6029 after 2

FOR SALE

!971 BSA VICTOR Special 441ee. 141!03
860-2602.
6/o
1961 CHEV. St-wagon. Rebuilt engine.
$300. 266·4832.
6/6
P.A. SYSTEM with Jenson speakers and
Turner mlcronhonl'l!. !(:350. 243·:lil43. li/G
350 YAMAHA R-6, 1970, excellent running
condition, $500. Juan 877-2479.
5/5
Mt\RTIN D·18, hard shell ciu!e, 10 yeal'l!
old. $275.00. 842-6460.
5/5
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ROOM in 3-bdrm house. Through summer
_!!..r_longer. $62/month, 256-3868.
5/5
SPEAKER SALE l United Freight Sales
has just purchll!led 3 truck loads of
speakers from America's largest stereo
manufacturers. They are available in all
sizes and shapes, ••• In air suspension,
acoustic, and omni·directlonnl models.
Retail price, $229 a Pair • • • now at
United Freight Sales )lay only $9.95 to
$69.96 a pair. United Freight Sales, 3927
San Mateo NE.
tfn.
SACRIFICE. 1965 Ford Gala:de ·500 convertible, $396. Call after 6:00. 248-5077.

5/5

FOR SALE

6) EMPLOYMENT
TEACHERSVv_A_N
__
T~E-D-.-W~ro-t,~&-u~th~w-~~t,
and some Eastern states. Interested, contact SW Teachers Agency, 1304 Central NE. . 242-3645. Our 26th year
placing teachers. Bonded and a mem·
ber of N.A.T.A.
5/6
$65 to $95 PER WK/PART TIME. Un·
limited earning potential addressing en·
velopea at home in your B.'Pare tif!!e.
Companies are paying top money to mdividuals with G 0 0 D handwritings
for "personally" addressing their envelo}les. For further info,.mntion regarding
opportunities with these companies, send
$2 to A!lvertiRing ,A.qRoeiatea, P.O. Box
487, Crawfordville, Fla. 32327.
5/5
"PERSONS OF VARIOUS OCCUPA·
'l'ION REGARDING N. AMERICA and
OversellS Opportunities, up to $2,600.00
monthly. For complete Information, wr:lte
to JOB RESEARCH, Box 1253, Sta·A,
Toronto, Ont. Enclose $6 to cover coet."
5/5
FLOWERS .MAKE 'l'HE DAY BEAU'l'I·
FUL-Sel1 flowers-good pay-118 )(ale
SE. 266·1011.
tfn
7)

MISCELLANEOUS

IF YOU HAVE A TIPI You'd like to sell,
or know someone who does, call Trishn
or Henry, at 242-8141.
5/5

Seraphin Trio
The Seraphin Trio will perform
an evening of chamber music
Wednesday, May 10 in Keller Hall.

FRIDAY &. SAT
~ou;.e

a

bill boy
now

Winners& highlig.~ts from
theandMonterey
Film
~tool
ather recent West Caast Ftlm Festivals
D.C. AL FINE (14)
by MUena Jelinek

''After her husband leaves for a business
trip, a wife imagines him returning as an
intruder." -M.J.
EURYNOME (6)
by John Straiton

"One of the best films I've ever se'en."
-Mike Gel~
An incredible tale of the First Woman of
the world 11nd how she coupled with The
Serpent to make The Universal Egg from
which ~omes all things.

A FILM BY PETER TRIVELAS (IS)
The film within a film to end all films

"No nne in the underground has u vt~ual

sense to match that of Scott Bartleu. Each
of his films is stunningly phutographcd
;md edited with u talent that is us pr~:cise
as. it is rare. This film is no exccptim1 .••
il ts ulways truly erotic . . . and should
do what, in the words of Scott Bartlett,
it was meant to do: 'to stilllulate, to make
vuu hut.' "
Steele. L.A. FREE PRESS
FUN ON MARS (S)
by Sally Cruikshank
It you ever get tu Mars, look these

~.:rc~tures

within films.

up because they obviou~ly know where th.:
gond times ;~rc at.

MAKING OUT (6) )
by Willi!lm Farley
A nostalgic return to those sexually frust·
rating days of "No, we can't go all the

TEA FOR TWO (51
by AI Wong
i\11 invit;llinl1 tu a ~;~ked
twice abuut acceptmg.

way," and blue balls.

Lun~.:h;

tlunk

RUDE VAGAUOND (8)

COAST. TO COAST-LITILE RED HEN. COUNTRY CHICKEN-GOLLY IT'S GOOD
(11)
by Jeff Kreines
"Ted Joiner, a franchise owner, explains
u ritual ••• and exposes hi$ inner self.''-J.K.

by Lnrry Grossman

Willner Fi1~t Pwc S.F. Art Institute Call·
turnia Cullcgc ol Arts and Crafts film
festlv:ll.
"bcellcnt ;111itnatwn nl a !lcll's Angel·typc
lltkc frc;~t;.." Larry Jurdan

LOVEMAKING (13)

Llf~ WITH VIDEO ( 14)

by Scott Bartlett

by William Walker
A n~;~n nn TV cun~utmll;ttc\ a ~cxual umun
wtth an Jtlr.t.:tl\c ,,~,,~r 111 J llll"t 1111:\CIIIIIU~

Winner of Monterey Film Festival (3nl
Pritc) and S.F. Emtic Film Festival (1st
Pme). -------------~~·•.mnc•
'----I

DON PANCHO'S ! ' - - - - - - - - - - - -.. . .

2108CENTRAL S.E./247-4414

phantasmagoria •1n extremis

Color; Prob•bltR•Ied Gl', /hltd A·4; 97 mlnutu
Ell11l>tth H•rtmJn, l'eler Kutnor, Get~ldlne "'''•
Julie Hlffls
Dlrocted by rflncls Ford CoJDOII

v;

"fRAtfliC,
ORIGINAL
COMEDY!
EXCELLENT
PERFORMANCESI"

7~¢/lo

$/

~~Joe Bill"

W5

$50.00 per month, room and board. Must
be female, attractive, unattached. wm
clean house and CooK when necessary.
Ho~e occupied bY' man, 30, and mother.
Call Don 268-6477.
6/6
SHARE MY BEAUTY·FlJL, Am CON·
DITIONED South Valley home. Summer,
~maybe longer. Paul, 877-4878.
5/6
BEAUTIFUL B·bdrm, home-2 baths, NE
heights, air conditioning. Call 898-0614.
SUMMER SUBLET. $160/month, utilities
paid. Quiet, perfect for two. 247-9493,
SUMMER occupancY' near UNM for sum
mer session. Call 247·2148. Men only.
6/6

5)

5)

1970 VW SEDAN, yellow AM·FM, great
buy, at $1,200, 255·6SSii or SGG-9449, 5/5
JIAND MADE LEATHER PANTS, Cus·
tom. $65 to $66. 282-5894.
5/5
1971 SINGER Sewing .Machines; $49.95.
United Freight Sales, 3927 San Mateo
NE.
4/24
BASIC H SHAKLEE, complete line organic products, call 24:i·4604 aftern~is

Paramount Pictures Presents
ASagittarius Production ABO WIOERBERG AlM

FORRENT

p~.

FO.R SALE

1971 HONDA 350 SL, Red, «;!Xcellent con.
6/5
dition, $650, 268-4608.
UNM RING, size 9ll,a. Bachelor of Science
D~ree. 1975 Blue Starhurst stone, Mas·
sive style, Paid $70.0o-sell for $50.00.
Parker 298-7091.
5i5
1964 OPEL K.ADETT Stationwagon-Air
conditioning, Must sell. $350. 266-1418.
5/5
175 KAWASACKI, rebuilt engine, chopped,
5/5
$500 or best offer, 842·6402. .
MULTIPLEX receiver with Garrard
chan8'Pr, $79.96. United Freight Sales 1
3927 San Mateo NE.
4/24
1969 VW. Good condition, must sell, $850
or best offer. 261'i-1G98,
5/5
GOOD REFRIGERATOR $251 or best offer,
5/5
255-5844. .
HANDMADE In Sweden. Goya Guitar.
$260. 242.·0718 · or 247-4749, ask for
Priscilla.
----~--~--~--~~
OCATE FOAM
filled sleepi11g bag, Extra
long. Ideal for backpacking and camping. Brand ew, ever used. $42 with stuff
sack. Call 255-5307 lifter 5 :00 p.m. 5/5
BARGAIN; 4 wheels with. Goodyear F70·14
tires, very good condition, for $60 or
best offer. Also men's bike. ·$15, Tomas,
277-41)94 after 6 pm.
5/5
INDIAN JEWELRY, 1~ off, For Mother's
Day, Graduation, Kathie, 299·3888. 5/5
1971 HONDA 350SL. $650. Perfect condition. 5700 mi. 242·4012 after 4 :00 p.m.
5/5
SCHWINN Suburban 5-speed, 1 month
old. Lights, clips, straps, etc. $82. 2960532.
5/5
ALTEC '114, Rec~iver, excellent condition,
New $400 asking $250, 247-4414. · 2562185,
6/5
ffiEAD I;.GQ~~. 175 em, Geze !Jindlngs, head
pol~.. Z Yt"s. old, $85, or best offer. Call
84l.!.. ttil39.
5/5
BROTHER'S MUSIC - New and Used
Musical Instruments and Records. 'l'wln
with JBL's $450. Telecaster, $200, Gob·
son J-50D, $300. EXPerl guitar work.
For one week complete fret job, $8,
Phone 242·3745, 1831 Central NW. 5/5
KROSS Pro 4A Headphones. Perfect condition, $50, new, price-$25.00, 266·9004,
5/5
1969 DODGE Van 108" (Camper), Auto.
matic 6, Must sell! 842-9346.
5/5
1968 PONTIAC FmEBIRD. 38,000 miles,
excellent condition. $1,400. 248·1646. 5/5
SANUI'S NEW 5000X Receiver, Woodcase
Perfect, $445.00, new, $340.00, 266·1i004
--exceeds specifications, 120 watts 1HF,
two tape monitors, 1.8 microvolt FM. 5/5
10-SPEED bicycles, new and used. Room
67, Med. school. Dick Hallett X-2546 or
home. 266-2784.
5/6
YAMAHA 60-1965-only $100.00. Excellent condition-must sell! Call Carol 2656563.
5/5
ECONOMY 1!!71 Mobil~ home, 12'x64',
carpeted, iurnlshed, clean. $55.00. Phone
296-5913.
5/5
MUST SELL '69 Kawasaki 500 cc. Good
condition, reliable transportation, $600.
Evenings 282-5818, days 247·2384. 6/5

STARTS
SATURDAY

-

......... ... ....-...... _. -·

Directed by Akira Kurosa,.a; original title: "Akahige:" screenplay by Masato
Ide, Hid eo Oguni, Ryuzo Kikushima, and Kurosatra; photography by Asaichi
Nakai and Takao Saito: music by Masaru Sato. With Toshiro Mifune, Yuzo
Kayama, Yoshio T.wchi)'ct, Reiko Dan.
·oko Ka
Terumi Niki. Japanese
dialog with English suiJtitles,

RED BEARD is Akira Kurosawa~s (SEVEN SAMURAI, IKIRU, THR
OF
. BLOOD) longes~ film, and one of his most impressive. In it, he returns to both
the theme and subject matter of DRUNKEN ANGEL. The film is set in the slums
of 19th century Japan. 'rhere, a doctor known as Red Beard (Toshiro Mifune)
operates a hospital with dictatorial arrogance and little consideration for his
staff. The pl?t, which on, the surface resembles a Dr. Kildare story, is, as usual,
comonly. a pl_oy. m Kurosawa s hands. In RED BEARD, he shows how love
passiOn, 1f fought for, can surface among the dregs of humanity.

NEW MEXICO LOBO

